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PAGE TWO
THE LEDGER & TIMES
et !stamina by LLOGEE a TIMES PLISLISKINU COMPANY, bee.
Comeiliciation of the Murray Ledger. 'The Callowsy Timm, and The Timm.
Keraid. °Sober 30, Ma and the West Kentuckian, January I. 11143.
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS. PUBLESKIX
We reserve the right to reject any Adverusing. Letters to the idittor„ OrPublic Vorce Ileitis which. in our opinion, are not for the boa listareat elfour readers.
NATIONAL REPRESINTATIVIS. Wall-ACE WITMKR CO, UN Madi-son Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg. New York, N.Y. Stephenson
• Detroit. Mica-
Illielered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentessity, 4 imaginal** ea
Second dant Ratter
dUBSCRIPTIoN RAT: By Carrier in Murray pm assa ne. ssrussia6110. In LkLus-ay and adjouung C0uhttlet. per year, $4.1C Zoom 1 gly 3.
WIC 4.1aawhere MOO_ Ala service subscriptions SAW-
'The Oistatanitats Mae 4...4
ef Ito Newspaper
TL'En3DA.Y FE,B12t. .kliY 13 1988
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PhES.s INTERNATIONAL
SAIGON Marine Capt. Etlaar. H. Klink of Albany, N.Y.,
commenting tin the decision to limit bombing to protect
ancient treasures in the battle for Hue:
"With gorat weather-laid airrapport we could clean them,
out in a 'week If you have the air support and you do not
Use it, you are, a disadvantage. He (the Communists) is dug
In and dug in good.-
- -
ACME Wyo. -- Merton Bond, explaining why he has de-
cided to sell taus northern Wyoming oaten he has owned since
1963:
-41 n the whole town, but it's taking -too much timeaway from my mall route. I have other businesses, too, andIt is just too much"
turmoil in the nation's big cities this s er:
WASHINGTON president J 1, saying he expects
-We'll have a bad summer. We'll have several bad sum-mers before we can avert the deficiencies of centuries ...All we can do is the best. we can."
DOVER, N H. - Former-Vice President Richard M. Nixon.saying the United States cannot afford to lose In Vietnambecause it would invite -wars of liberation" elsewhere:
"If the United States - the world's mightiest power -
could be defeated by guerrilla bands backed by the raggedarmies of tiny North Vietnam, then who would convincinglyargue that this Is not, in fact, a successful way to spreadCommunist power?-
A Bible Thought for Today
This ane thing I do. foreetting those things which
behind. and reaching forth unto those things which arefore. 1 maim Seward the mark. -Plinippeine 213, 14.
A Ckilletlan cannot rest Lit ni.ia.,rei.s. its
what he has done and remember what he still has to do.
- Ten Years At° Tocki
Lific6.11111
lIbn R Quertermous. age 88 father of -1:*. JOhn Quer-Le/11MM, died at the Murray Hospital yesterday after an ill-neas ale to heart attack.
lay Henderson. Gunner's Mate Third Class, USN, Son ofMr en. Atm itiLy Henderson of Almo, is taking part In specialtraining alimeates in the Pacific Ocean ,aboard the attackaircrallOcariier USS Midway
Beverly Brawner was named as adult winner in the DARSafe Drivers contest Teenage winner was Was Betty JoCrawford, daughter of Mr and Mrs Nix Crawford
Wells. P. Owen. 19, of Murray has been awarded a Juniormembership in *he Amens-an Angus A: oiciation at St. JoattotnSun -
are
bee
Twenty Years Ago Today
I Iti.4•6.14 a f11.11.- iii C.
Esriployees of Murray Manufacturing Company 'voted infavor of a shop at the stove plant, accorcting to figuresreleased by J D McClure, president of the Murray Local ofthe Internatkmal Molders and Foundry Workers lira* ofNorth America. AFL
Leon Hale of Murray has been named miners-tier of thedistrict maMtenance office of the State Highway Department,for Calloway. Marshall. Lyon, and Crittenden Counties
About two inches of rain have fallen in ,Murray' in the last
Sh
two days, the official report showed istnoon. No letup ap-peared to be In sight as the skieS continued to be overcaatat press tinte.
late Geurin. 8th arade student at Taxon &hoot. has beenawarded first place for her essay on. "Why Plant Trees in Cal-loway County-. Other winners were Jean Pat Finney, Cold-water School, and Edna Hopkins, Shady Hilleichool.
LEASIC6 PARIS
gimes _ Charles Bohlen P''ance left Plifla Priday formime* -17,- s ambs.,„dor W•ihington wheal' he will Were
vs ar, under secretary, of state
Mail &TUT Oh 11011
Since 11186
Murray Marbln
Works
Builders of Fine Menominee
Parlor Whim- Karim
iii Maple It. 183-2613
• a
Bucs Lead In
OVC But Meet
MSU Saturday •
,
,
& -TIME'S
TIME
OUT
- by -
9ALE
GARRISON
The game.. played Saturday night between Murray High
and Callaway County High, was one of the best games I have
seen all season.
This Includes the manner in which both teams played,
and the officiating. I thought that the Refs called an extra
good wile. They made a mistake or two, but they made them
both. ways..
also was extra proud of the manner in which the fans
from both schools conducted themselves. Not very many
years ago, these two teams could not have met on the floor
without the fans having at least a few words, and maybeeven worse. -
olnrothtehegaIrnleceie 81.,ajtuusrtdabeeay nuaei
no tter 
both
schools wanted toznee their team win but one had to win andthe Bouthter Imme,aand no one 
fans were content to just see a good game. Of 
courgsteltththe
eylost the game.
I think that the tiers coaches. Roy Cothran Of Calloway
Cauhty and Bob Toon of Murray High, deserve a lot of creditof these two teams meeting without any troublea
There are very few times that the students ever had anytrouble anyway, it is Jain about always the ones that are outof schnol, and Mena have anything else to do except causetrouble.
Congratulations to the coaches, the players, the cheer-leaders, and the fans on a job well done.
leo
Roy Skinner, coach at Venderbilt University, was in town
last Taesday night, and went to the Calloway and North game.
I wasable to talk with him for a few minutes befOre the
game, and asked himif he thought Stan Key was good enough
to play for him. He said that there wasn't any doubt in his
mind, as tot whether he could play for him, or for that matter
any. team in this area
This is proved by all letters that Stan has received from
schools from California to New York, and everywhere in be-
tween, totaling up to over a hundred schools that would like
to see him play-for them_
Roy stated that if Stan were playing in college now, that
he would be seettig a lot satorflowifevea-stItiv -teams- like Ten-
.nee.
Stan hasn't made_up his Mind as to where he will attend
school for the next four years, and may not know until some-
time in the summer, according to Calvin Key, his father.
For one reason he isn't sare what major he will have in
college, and this could and 'should have a great bearing on
where he will go to school.
I -arroselflate I want him to go to Murray, where I can
him play, and be for the team that he is playing for.ft would be hard to zee him play for another OVC team and
hope that he doesn't make a good showing, or that he gets
defeated. ,
Roy praisad him as Meth a-s anyone I have bean:Land this
Is something for a coach that has a good team like he does
at Vandy every year.
• And no we turn to the subject of Hockey. There aren't
very many people in this ; -est -gho know very much about the
sport, and very few that case anything about it But, it ris a
very Interesting sport after you have watched it a few times.
It is a rough game, and a game that you have to be very
skilled aa to be able to ice skate and handle the puck at the
same time
I don't know a lot about tae game, but we do have one fan
In this area, and if you -have any questions about the sport,
just ask Ellis Muller. sporteaster for radio station WNB8 andWAAW He-has the answers He even antes the Hockey scores)
before he- gives the basketball scores in the morning.
JOHNSON CITY. SSW .F-#ti Terurefete ISat travels to
Magyay Ky. . Platurdaa, tight for r
• 'show:Sown gage* Id the Ohio
Teary Cos/Lemma alive Myrna
%lb first place Monday night wIthia 1112.14 win over Millar *Penn
Ili 
ell
'State.
The win. coupled midi Murrart
16140 kom to „Merehead pot Hoe
Bum on top with • -14 OM ma*.
Murray la 6-2.
_
i•ftpe Aced In Serviee Reei el I' :union,-
(141 • SUPER svrru., SERVICEa,
Thai
ents are
Murray.
- This Is Carolyn's third -year as cheerleader
I University School where she is a Junior.
Carolyn le a member of the Pep Club. the F B LA., the
reitbnoic Staff. the Band, and Is serving as the treasurer of
the Junior Clans. and is the Representative to the StudentConnell.
Her favorite sports are basketball and 'any and ell water
sports. such as swimming. Arkiina, pie.
• Carolyn is a member of the University Church of Christ,
and her Mans are bn attend Dasld LlpseOitIb COT) Inge In Nash-Yille. Tennessee, and major in elementary education.
iel se
ro
Carols n Hendon
Rupp's Boys Beaten
In Knoxville; Turn
Tide At HomeNot Bothering 
Cougars
-
By SANDY PKISANT
UPI Sparta /Writer '
NEW YORE - The UM-
ver,:ty sa Houston is rounding out
tt:s2irst. full Month 'at the top of
he heap and apparently the alti-
tude isq't yithing the Cougars
one bit.
Knocking off large and snail foes
ahke in its quest fpr the national
Championship. Coach Guy Lewis'
quintet, which moved to the top
by hopping fearsome UCI A down
to -re With a 71-89 victory back
In January. remains there for the
fourth straight week.
The ,United Press International's
35-member Board of Coaches gave
the Cougars 26 first place votes
and 341 points. enough to put
them is points ahead of UCLA in
the 11th weekly major college 'bask-
etball ratings for the 1967-436 ses.
son. The Cougars knocked c.ff little
Centenary 107-56 hos Saturday to
hoed their win streak to 21. long-
xi the nation among major
'coil -gee.
Cougars Inerease 'Lead
The Brignis, eho had trailed
Houston by M points for the two
weeks after their loss to the
'Cougars, had cut . the gap to 10-aweek ago, but after a close deel-
sion over Oregon State. 55-52 Fri-
day night, and an easy victory
lover Oregon Saturday UCLA...gar-nered only nine first place votes.
four less than in last week's vot-
ine. and • total of 323 points.
While the too poiserbouses con-
tinued thew persona scrap over
the No. I spot, the balajwe of
poster began to swing toward the
East as 18 also-ram fought over
the rest. of the spoils
Tor the first time in several
years, five eastern sehools
themselves ranked In the top 30.
headed be MilTihr St Rorlaveratiro.
The Bonnie* from Oleon. N. Y..
Unbeaten. in 17 games, made the
biggest jump of any member of
the top 10, leaping past New Mexi-
co and Tennessee and into the
fourth spot
North CArodiata Third
In the ballottitta basecr-on gamma
played through Pet) 10. all of 114
week's top 10. remained in the se-
lect circle. North. Carolina remain-
ed in third with a solid margin
SeerSt. Bonaventure New Mexico
was fifth, followed by Tennessee),
which dropped two places. Colum-
:gzdtich remained seventh. andy. Vanderbilt. and Date.
Leitnewille and New Mexico State
continued to lead the second 10
whUe Ohio State allatied three
places to 13th Army. maim* Its
first appearance in the top .1121. and
Princeton, which had dropped out
for a week, tied for 14th Mar-
quette and newcomer Fur ham
were next, followed by Loyola of
Chicago and Wyonung, which tied
for lath. and Davidson. veucia tell
seven places to 20th.
Week's Cheerleader ii Carolyn Hendon, whose per-
Mr.' ant Mrs. Robert Hendon of 909 Waldrop Drive,
at Murray
Being No. 1
Major College
P ATI1SItS_
"raw YORK -- The lith
weekly United Press International
moor college basketball ratings
for the 1907-68 season with first
Mace votes ani records of games
tamed through Peti. 10 in paren-
theses:
Taws Ponds
1. Houston tICs efl-O 341
2 'UCLA 111.11 am
3 N Carolina 117-1i 264
4 St BOneVenitire 07-01 314
4. N. -Messier — 444-I+ 206
-a. Tennessee 415-3i 134
7. Columbia __41,5-3i 117
I. Kenner-kir 415-4a 93
9. Vanderbilt 116-41 50
10 nuke 114-1. SO
Second 10 - 11 Louisville 29
12 New Mexico State re 13
Ohio State 12, 14 tie Army and
Princeton 11; 16 Marquette 8 17'
Fordhain 7: 18. tie Loyott Ill. and
Wyoming 6,. 30_ Davidson 5. "
Thsos Almanac
by Vatted Prem Intersaftsaal
Today a Tuesday Feb 13. the
44th dim of 1968 with 322 io
The moon 'between the first
grareer- end fart 'Omer.
The mcrnInit star is. Venus
The enliig ire -Stars.
Saturn and Jupiter
On this day Ni htsterv:
In isle. the isnston. wen school.
oldest .111 11 ine'Abatton
rornpcsic._Auths es arid Publishers
Away was formed
ainersea, am f Ct.) nded.
In If14 the Arrler.fren Society cf
By JOHN GUINIVEN
LEXINGTON, Ky. ETI - The
University of Kentucky Wildcats
grew to the Southeastern Con-
ference lead Monday night with
if 00-60 clutch victory over Ten-
nessee at Memorial Coliseum.
It was a door-die attempt for
the 'Cats, who had lost 81-59 to
the VoLs three weeks ago at Knox-
-vine. Tenn. The victory gave Ken-
tucky a tenuous half-game lead
over Tennessee in the SEC
The loss dropped Tennessee to
93 in the conference, compared
with Kentucky's 10-3 log. Over-all
the sixth-ranked Vole are 16-4,
while the eighth-ranked Cats bulg-
ed to 16-4 on the season.
The triumph was the Wildcats
12th straight at Memorial Colis-
eum. where 12.000 wildly cheering
partisans roared approval.
Mike Casey, instrumental in
UK's last five victories, was the
'11lan of the hour again, as the
Cats came through with the come-
froin-betirad win
The Vots had pulled' in front at
36-35 
after_ 
only a minute of play
in the second half Kentucky had
led • 34-.11 at intermissfai. __-
Tennessee then played a -con-
trolled offense and kept the lead
until ,only 3:36 remained in the
game and it looked as if the Vols
could nail down its second conse-
cutive SEC title.
Then Thad JILTILCZ hit his first
field goal-of the night to put the
Cats ahead 5,g-53.
, Seven-foot Togn Boerwinkle. who
took game scoring honors. with It
points, put Tennessee back in front
at 57-56. but Casey htt an 111-
foot jumper to place Kentucky In
the lead for keeps at 511-57 with
56 seconds seconds left.
Both squads exchanged buckets
In the -final 30 seconds.
The Wildcats. host Mississippi
State Saturday night in another
WIC encounter.
ta-On Top
In SEC; DOW11
0 S we
-a,'- ratted Perm interaatisaai
Gift wrap the Southeastern 
Con'.ference basketball crewn and tie
it with a ribbon the oolor of blue-
erase.: •
Hold it for prubable shipment
earl's, next month to Iexiugton.
Ky., in care of Adolph Rupp at
the University of Kentucky
Rupp's Wildcats may have sew-
ed up the SEC title Monday nwht
with a 00-60 victory ovei Tennero
see. The win put Kentucky atop
the standings with a 10-3 confer-
enee record and dropped the Vole
to second place at 94
With four of 'their remaining
five games at home against teems
they have lifted handily in earlier
matches this season, the Wildcats
are in the driver's seat Tennes-
see. meanwhile must face Van-
derbilt in Nashville among its re-
maining tote SW games_
Vandeibilt 8-4 has an outside
chance for the title. but would
ha% e Assim-the --Vele and Ken-
tucky at Lexington to contend
Florida 11-4 plays two of its last
three games away, but could move
Into the picture if Kentucky and
Tenneseee stumble
Georgia's surprising Bulldogs
could be spoilers The Bulldogs.
who upset Tennemee last weekend
and beat Louisiana State, damite
Pete Marsysch's 51 points. 78-73
Monday night. meet Kentucky.
Vanderbilt and Florida at 'home.
Mike Carley scored 11 points In
peeing the Wildcats to their irk,:
tory before 12.000 fans
ng 
at Lex-
iton Tennease etrailed 34-32, at
halftime, but moved into the lead
' at the start of the second half
and its controlled offense kept it
ahead until only 3,1 minutes we,.
tleft to May It was nip and tors
-the rest of the way. until Casey
put Kentucky ahead for good with
an 11-foot jump shot. Tom Boer.
winkle led the Vol. with n 'points
Bob Lienhard pumped In X
points to assure Georgie of its. first
Winning -season in 17 years The
Sulidoirs. now 13-7, with five games
left Maravich the nation's lead-
ing collegiate &corer bodsted his
average to 44.5. but Georgia dam-
nutted the gam, and held 'a nine.
point halftime lead
etsewnere m the Southeast Mon-
day night. TOM Payne scored 31
points to lead Mootssipen St ate
past Auburn 74-72: Ken Turner,
21 points tglped Mississippi beat
Alabama arfct Georgia Tech
avenged an earlier loss by tresinez
Mg Jacksonville Univermy
In Atlanta.
Bram gee days later and tlie pir-
• „ . • 
Irani 
In MO finsorm entitlers took au., fru. aNyliftngroups with the 7, 8, and 9 year olds Moine irroup, and 10,11and 12 in the other 'croup, If insurance will covet seven year in 'bon more then 80.000 Gerhart nominee Andrew miloram
There will' be a meeting of the Murray Baseball Aisoeta-
Han on Thursday night, February 15, at '7:00 p.m. at the CityHall. -
Borne of the things to bedieciitsed are rbout letting sevenyear Old* pjkay, in the Park Leaeire, and dividing into two
' Esuctepeet. Toler 50  of fIght114 A Slough:. for the' day. lenenc.h
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Morehead Helps Bucs Move
Into First Place Last Night
East Tennessee found Out there
was room at the top, thanks to
pecond-hakf explosion at More-
head, where the Eagles blew Slur-
out of the men and knooked
Me Racers from their Ohio Val-
lay Conferenee perch
•-tast Tenneibee grabbed first
place in the OVC with a a-2 mark
by routing Middle Tennessee 100-
74 Monday night. as five players
kit in double figures.
But at Morehead, Cal Luther's
Racers watched a narrow 41-40
halftime deficit turn into • night-
mare, as the Eagles buried th4m
with a 23-point outburst while
Murray managed just one free
throw in the first 5,s minutes of
the second half
The loss dropped Murray Co the
second *lot in the conference at
8-3 and solidified allorehead's grip
on third place at 6-3
Claude Virden led Murray and
took gime honors with 29 points,
but couldn't overcome the produc-
tion of six Eagles hitting in dou-
ble figuret for a 101-80 rout.,
TRIIIrree 1981 - Virden 29, Mo-
ran 6. Cunningham 7, _Chunsteer
14, Isunnernan 10, stodge 12. Riley
2,
Morehead Itoh i Oat hr ight it.
Green 12, Jackson 31, Conley 34.
Hiles 10, Cornett 10. thriberger 8.
In other OVC action Monday
night, Eastern stayed in fourth
place by ripping last-place Austin
eeay 91-70 at Richmond It was
the ninth loss in 10 OVC outings
'far the Governors
Garfield South broke an EIELI
record as the national rebounding
leader snared 15 in the game for
a total of 362 in ,18 contests.
Defending OVC champion West-
ern ran its conference record to
4-5 by nipp.ne Tennessee Tech 75-
74 behind 27 points by Rich Hen-
dila and 25 more by Wayne
Chapman,
Kentucky Wesleyan. the nation's
third-ranked small college team.
whipped Kentucky State at Frank-
fort 15-71. as Dallas Thornton fired
in 23 points- to give the Panthers
their eighth straight victory and
15th In 18 starts.
In other aetion Monday night,
Berea edged Kentucky Southern
96-90. Cuniberland downed North-
wood 79-70, Pikeville bowed to
Campbellsville 72-70 and Union
thumped Georgetown 87-71.
In games tonight, the 11th-rank-
ed University of Louisville Cardi-
nals host North Texas State in
• Missouri Valley Conference game
matching the top and bottom clubs
Louisvine leads the Valley with
Lifta  record, _while the Eagles are'
sttHloolting for their first con-
ference win to go with nine losses
Loon/vas irciee ink) tonight rid-
ing • six-game winning streak
and is 14-6 on the season.
The only other Kentucky college
scheduled tonight has Rio Grande
St Ohio enfertaining Campbells-
ville.
aitemica It COLLEGE
BASKETBALL SCORES
Kentucky 60 Tennessee 59
Ky Wesleyan 85 Ws St 71
Berea 96 Ky Southern 90
Eastern 91 Austin Peay 79
Try Our
Necktie Service
- • -
FACTORY FINISHED
FREE PICK-UP LDELIVERY
— • —
College Cleaners
Phone 753-3852
1411 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky.
@f231NKinti,
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* WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY *
A girl, a boy,
a tender, funny, terrible
wedding night.
MING s !HERS Prorkona
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MURRAY Drive in Theatre
Boxoffice Opens _ 6:00 p.m.• Show Starts - 8:45
TUESDAY and WEDNESDA
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Service To GIs • Television Schedules
Is Major Item
For Red Cross
WASHINGTON, D C. -- To
provide its health and Welfare
services to Americans in thu coon-
try and at U. S. military installa-
tions overseas, the American Red
Cross spent $1011,206.067 in the
1966-87 fiscal year, according to
the organization's Annual Report,
released today.
Largest item of expenditure was
844.663,016 for services to the na-
tion's armed forces and veterans.
This assistance was provided in
hien county in the United Sham
and In 30 other countries around
the world where U. 8 troops are
stationed
In submitting the report to Sec-
retary of Defense Robert 8 Mc-
Namara, E. Roland Harrialan.
American Red Cross chairman, and
General James F prasi-liso 
. stressed the fact that ARC
Is first and -foremost an orgatilleo
Lion of volunteers from its top
leadership down through the ranks.
During the year, the report said,
the Red Croea aided military per-
sonnel at an increased rate and
beeped a constantly growing num-
• her of servicemen and thetr de-
pendents with personal and family
problems arising from or maul-
fled by nuittary service
Each month 99000 eervicemen
received weifare services at man.
Cary stations and medical
workende In Vietnam. Red
Cross workers who traaeled 36.
500 miles to conduct the programs.
• A total of 176,700 emergeney
connnunicat Ions to DEW from
South Vietnam were relayed thro-
ugh the Red Cross
Other Red Cross activities de-
tailed in the report were these:
DISASTER SERVICES The Red
Cross gave assist•nce to
33.100 families in 18,147 dis-
aster situations. including 486 re-
lief operations in which 33.981
• dwellmers were damaged or de-
stroyed. .and 1.61,500 persons re-
ceived emergency mass care. Total
experidit tees of r .219 .700 included
11196.900 in foreign disaster relief ,
BlAXID PROGRAM: The. Red
Crefss collected 2,614.2o0 usin• of
blood for cSvt ape' Win
units for the .as, Rood Pro-
ject which ended November 1,
1986 Fted Cross-collected blood
• went to 4300 hospitals and 96
blood banks The cost to Red Cross
of blood center operationa. free-
tionation of plasm, and remain*
saki deveipment was 1116.01021111.
SAFETY SERVICSS The Or-
ganization gave 1214,500 ceraln-
catee for completion of fine aid
courses and 1,748.700 for comple-
tion of courses in swillitntng. lge
IS total of ROOD Red Cross
saving and small craft safh=4
stations. mobile units and detach-
ments provided first aid on the
highways and at community
events Cost of Safety Services was
96.321.018,
NURSING SERVICES A total
of 62.800 nurses were voluntiu-dy
enrolled with Red Cross to pro-
vide emergency services in their
communities. 1.935000 persons re-
ceived nursing 'services at clinks
and emergency aid Stations M
schools and through crimentinity
pi-onsets A total of 3112.700 certi-
fies tea were lamed to persons
who compteted courses In haunt
Ironing, mother and baby care
and fitness for the future Chst of
minting Services wars $1,937.81111.
INTERNATIONAL SERVICKS!
When fighting began in the Mid-
• die East, the American Red Cram
sent !drugs dons teat by pharmaceu-
tical firms children's clothing and
funds to help the Internetionel
Committee of the Red Cross. the
neutral Intermediary between the
combatants. rare for civilian and
military casualties(
In South Vietnam, American
Ind South Vietrirgnese Red Croat
teams continued their rehsgee re-
lid program, providing housing,
OF nursing sanitation, recreation and
vocational training for thousands
of civilian refugees Cost of Red
Crass Internationsl Service, was
$418.636
YOUTH ACT-WITTER In the
50th Veer of youth partkierstion
In Red Crone work a highlight
eras the inauguration of Project
1tEAC7H in which teems of high
artiool and college students took
• 
health and safety services and
recreation to an urban neiehbor•-
hood, a rural county in the South,
several Appalachian communlitei
and an Indian reservation
Another highlight was s summer
project in which 24 college stu-
dents worked with the Mexican
Red Cross in expanding the teach.
big of health and safety eourses
In cortimunitiee of Mexico.
Younger echool !students tined
1111 143.150 trendehtp boxes and kits'
which were sent to Rod Cross so-
cieties In 21 other countries for
distribution 'to children Cost of
Red Cron Youth Activities was
$4.771,509
iii
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World at Noon The Fugitive
Singing cony
--t-As the World
Turns
:00 Days of Our
•15 Lives
:30 The Doctors
:45 "
Of
41 TIMZS murtr.Ay, liENTLCKY
:00 Let's Make a
:15 Deal
:50 Ralph Emery
:46 Show
r
:00 "
, :10 Huntley-rink-
:15 " 
B
:46 ley Report
WISDNESDAY
00 Dateline roda-jr—
. --.......---__
111 :16 Sports. Weather :30The Virginian- :46 '.
The Pig Show. _.
The Big Show I Peter Jennings
" Weather I and the News
Evening News ' Maverick
with cronilt.
IfVENDIG PROGRAM.
N'ewsbeat
Weather, Sports
Lost In Space Custer
.4‘
:34
:46
Beverty Hillbillies
IV
The Second Hun-
dred Tears
:00 Kraft Special
:16 "
:35 "
:41 "
:00 Run For Your
:16 .5.1.ft
:30 "'
:45 "
Green Acres
He and She
Dundee and the
Tulhane
Rat .Patrol
Wednesday Nits
Movie
:50 10:00 .Newe
:16 Weather. Sports
:50 The Ton ight
:46 Show
"
:16 "
:30
"
Rig News
Weather. Sports
Million $ Movie
10:00 News
Roland Wolfs-
Joey Bishop
Show
Veterans
re
f ifr . Highway Patrol ! Q A otaternent in my service
 mtvhs-41 repart says that I haveTis -00 Today
i • '
' - -
Weather witddie Hill I
Toiletry Junction I The Bosci Show
..
I .
" 
l a stomach hernia- that I received11 h E
! while in the service Although I30 Today 
:45 - News weather I . ! was discharged from the Arnie- -700 irriday Captain i " about five Years info. in it too11 :15 " News I . kite for me to file for oompeturat-:50 Today I Romper Room ion from the VA?:45 " e I with Mae Nancy
A -.-There is no time limit asSnap Judgment
. to when a veteran may file a
Concentration claim for ocingensatzon for 16
diansae OF injury winch he bellev
ea wae incurred while serving in
the Armed Forties.
Q - May a nonveteran buy a
GI. home that has been repos-
▪ ed end offered for sale by
the VA?
A - Yes The Veteran's Ad-- . WIDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS minktration hao for sak• or rent"--7W Th. Noon - I WO-rid at Noon; I The Teethe some 14,000 Menet; which are 5-.1I Show with ,----0-11tesitve Cenv 1°:30 Judd conk. I AN The world es 
vailable to any qualified buyers Of
:411 Moore. Olson I Tarns I . renters without regard to their
 race, color, areed or national or.:08 Days Of Our 17-Lore is a Many t The Newlywed:15 Lives I Spkmdoned Thing I para. WM Your real estate broker pro-:30 The Doctors I Art Linkletter's I Dream Girt beady sell be able to advise you41 " I Homes Party I of '07; New,  E any Vi A homes are for sale M:tie Another I To 'fee the Truth I Cameral your area. since mat brokers oo-.. I
operate with VA In the sine or
rental of these properties.
Q - When does the 1968 Hos-
pindised Veterans Writing Contest
arose' Does a disabled vetenut
haste to be hospitakzed in a VA
hospital in order to enter the'READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS .7ztef a. The um cc.mi laiked t., 07 ::.
News Hospital
:11
:30
,41
The Mike
nuogini Show
•
f Pick A Show
I Temptation
•00 Personality
J
t :13 "
:41 Squares
:30 Hollywood
WSM -TV
Channel 4
WLAC-TV
Channel 5
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WSIX -TV
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.00 Noon Show
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a
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111V4 :15 " . News
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:11 " News
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:46 "
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00
:15
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I 41
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Game
Prize Movie
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e
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• Weather
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Peter Jennings ik
the News
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00 Royce awl the Country Junetion-
.16 Early 
Birds:30
:45 11,
:00 Jeopardy!
11 :16 ••
30 Eye Guess
:411 " •
111
with Eddie Hilt I
Kangaroo
Andy of Mayberry I flow's Tarr
Mother-in-Law
Dick Van Dyke I rainnY DameShow
I Love of Life I Everybody's
f Neese I Talking
Search for Tom I Donna Reed
I Guilding Light I
iill :31 World :30 You Don't Say I Edge of Night I Dart ShadowsILe• :46 " 1 " I "'- -7-40 Match OalT19-._ I 'nip incest
.15 • : Metes I btorm
:30 The That/tones f Password
:46 " 1 "
Family Theatre
1 The Dattrii
I Game
I Prise Movie
1
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Questions & Answers
lose the closing Rae, March IS,
lent. Hospitained veterans of the 
:11nThed_ rol.TTIP (men .1114_ wo-
mew and domiciliary itsidents
maw enter the oontestIn attY or
ail sections (General Article,
-Rimer In Uniform" Book Re-
views. Greeting Cards, wetting for
Children, Short Storka. Cartoons,
and others). Disabled veterans who
ere no longer hospitakeed but
who are wetting well writkig Al-
es may be nominated for ape:Ad
awards by these addes Aides may
also nominate haspitad veter-
ans with whore they have been
working longer than a year Out-
patient,: and diseisied, chschacxerl
Veterans who are unable to text
full time or take fuR tone educat-
ional training flitter oleo enter.
However, they must gtve the name
of the hospstal or date of dis-
charge.
RED LINE To UR.
Its Paducah the automobile [na-
ivete- may take a novel trip e-
king the caty's Red Line Tour. A
zed stripe on the pavement of the
streets guides the motorist to the
combstintOrs noteworthy sights.
JACKSON PURCHASE
The Jackson Purchase let • a.-el10-ermare-enie area of Kentucky
Irak of the Tegigtensee River. The
region was puricha.sed from the
Chickasaw Indians. in 1818 Liu--
ough oepotisaions by General Anal-
ion and Governor new
Shelby
s-_
TV CAMEOS: Marilyn Grty'
a
' PAGE '111P.E7
NBC's Busiest Performer is Never Onstage
Marilyn Grey's a prettier than many regular television slam, but
as a network "trier girl," her job's simply to help the cameras adjust.
Illy MIL REIMER girl--a good complexion is the cream lightly.
TO THE average TV per- vital necessity- - around for the Frequently, Miss Grey has to
former star or bit player a kind of work Marilyn does. Nan- dart around town, since some
day's 3,ork consists of showing , ette Fabray used to do it, and of NBC's shows are taped or
up at the studio for an hour or so did Leslie Parrish and Lynn telecast live from studios else-
two, doing what has to be done Dollar. Miss Grey got the job where than the RCA Building.
before the angry red eye and during a closed-circuit showing It's understandable, thus, how
then leaving, much as if one has of color TV in the late 50s. Half she runs up an $800 taxi bill
spent an interlude at the court- her face was made up for black- annually. Regularly. her closing
try club. Not Marilyn Grey. She and-white cameras, the other assignment for the day is the
puts in an eight-hour day in half for color and when NBC Johnny Carson allow, for which
front of the cameras at NBC-i - , bigwigs saw how beautiful her she has to repor.at 6:30 pan,
and the gross pity of it is. no- complexion was in rainbow when it's taped.
body at home ever gets to see hues, she got the color-girl job. A native of Chelsea, Mass,
her. • • • with a B.A. in drama and
Dark-haired, brisk and attrac- THE BIG headache for Mari- speech from Staley College in
tive, Marilyn has, been the "col- lyn, of course, is applying and Brookline, Mass., Marilyn stud-
or girl" for the network for the removing makeup. She has to do ied acting with Lee Strasberg
last eight years-which means, it seven to ten times a day, de- and over the seasons has ap-
:aanslated, that she just sits in peading on the number of stu- peered in plays on "Kraft Thea-
front of the color cameras while diCa she has to visit (she whisks tie" and "Goodyear Playhouse,'
the operators focus and mix through the NBC layout like a but actually her leaning Is tc-
colors or whatever witches' lovely witch on a broomstick). ward the news end of things, In
magic they engage in, until the "You can bet," she says, "that '62 for instance, she was a
lenses are adjusted for the best when I'm home on weekends, member of the "Today" pro-
color filming possible. he makeuo comes off totally, gram panel for a week. doing
• • • Fortunately, I've got a husband interviews, end it was seventh
who says I look even better that heaven. She says she'd love to
way." do a show like that regularly.
For women readers looking • • •
for trade secrets: Marilyn uses MARRIED to Raymond Long-
a liquid base, powders her face can, a lawyer for the American
and brusbes away the excess., Express Company, Miss Grey
uses a little eyeliner pencil , has no real idea how she ever
on the .top lids, pencOs her got such a remarkable complex.
brows lightly and uses a Small ion but she's had it milt of her
amount of mascara. For remov- life. "Maybe it's my eating hab.
al, • she applies cold cream, re- ! its," she says. "When my moth.
moves it. massages with as- • er used to say 'Eat your, spin-
tringent.moistened cotton and ach and carrots; they're good
applies an overnight factri for you'-i ate them."
"I GUESS it may be a little
frustrating," she says with a
smile, '.'but to tell you the truth,
I don't have time to brood about
It, I'm kept so busy. And be-
sides, every nikw and then I turn
up as a guest on a show, while
also I do a two-Minute 'weather
girl' spot on WPIX, a local sta-
tion here in New York, which
satisfies my itch to perform
. . to an extent."
Since the start of color TV,
NBC always has had a pretty
for Greater Savings, Watch This Newspaper
Coming Soon ...
The KING of VALUES!
0141 King Cole was a merry cite solo
and a m•rry Die store I be,
come shop my store, and values
you'll Find . . . this I gvarantool
Bedifteled by Ina/ Platens
LOCATED IN THE NEW BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTEROn Hwy. 641 South (So. 12th Street)
See
r.
•
'40
••••
•••
•
•
A
-•
fla -
David Smith led the pledge to
Lb Aoserkm Oft and James Jar-
re,t tbe *Om to the 4-H fbie
The reading' wa by
- Kea =di prayer swe led by
Aroma Janet&
-
PAGE FOUR
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
Smiling Six 4-H
Club Meet Led By
Robert Brels ford
Theata7. reiteenae7 13
4.044
THE
•••••
Plume 753-1917 or 783-41147
Social Calendar
Smeing For-11.• Club met The Maryieorsa letua Ctrele of
• night, February 9 at the the Pest Methodist Church WS
h tne,e-of Ur and Mrs. Chinon tine meet at the home & Mrs.
F-"t1 Itei The meenne use called Hams Byrn, Sion Imre- at 930
to ceder by the president. Robert am.
a.riatani. • • •
The Phebian Sunday School
CIRO ot the Plot Beene& Chuvash
will men at the home of Mrs.
Ed Hendon, 1115 Mirth lech Street.
at 7 30 p.m. MTS. Archie Bem-
oans a the thee teachow
• • •
Me rail OA Mad escrerare-4 se- 'The Bellemf 11111111/.=._ Sawa
11:•-/, MOM -fin! by- &ma thallea Om 01 rhe .mePeee °hutch
S.x Widen antlidro Junior eiders fell Meet In the eatlowalltP af
Met with the puup dw dbarch at 
seven pea. •
• • •
Members present were the presi-
dent. Lem and David Ellnetta Janet
..,a-terry. !tient liedre-Jemeer end
Jenne JarreM and the nes- mem-
ber who ;caned the dub. Pallet
E gam
Jeanne Jernee, tumor antety
r :ha gem a demootiation on
-lined One Moab Can Do"
orse Jarrett gave an meows-
. •
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,
Janice Fay Hughes
To Be Married To
Gary Wayne Smith
Tee Oaks Country Club will bald
Its reguar ladies dee of brwae at
930 a.M. A sick lunch sell be
served. Hositesers are Morelli
Walker and Ruth Bruirket.
• ' •
The Illm Grove Barn* anted
With :meet at the dearth
at 1 30 pm.
• • •
Moo And Owns Cab meg
aim as ow home of Mrs Macme
at 2111 
p.m.NM Jambe Fag Itheass
• • • Me• met the - Matemet
The weiegeei mai 01 theJOS Dean Murree, annonnee the
lielitatatht Mena WKS jeFlatifeenent led iinfleenehlat mar-
ina meet at the Mae 01Mles.1
Oswalt at 3jit p.m. fee Carr 
Winne fbn llson of Mr.
• • • aral ether - Win J Mur-
The Pare Read Harnetnebers Taa lathes Oy Omaha= ge 1 etre ahem °I3m
Club era at with Mrs Leroy bald at the Ommly The wedosne way be seesonneo
UMW at one pin. Ocemns Club at noon Mahe re- the Omen Club House. Vine
• • • menenons by leileam-Y12 by BibeernS. i retartaarY 20 at
The Akre Homemakers (Chen MIR ing 163-1.011 or 763-5,3711. • ea-thate . the est:too_
meet with Mrs Himerelf BOW at Therellay. Formtry liS A reoption 11111 he bed toned-
Oen_ Trine-on Morton will speak „mew beaming me ommony
at Miro) State Unnerullie audit- yea tamed efoseardeaw are being
al 1 X Pen- ?boa et stem- sent. Al. blends and renames am
mad by the Imernatand Re- fir ued,
means Club
* •
The New Providence lionegathe
en (nub mil meet Oth ale&
ty Curd at ane rent
tare demonstresson "Tlps co Pbo- • • •
leitelehr She gale Illa"-.1 lara The Pragrome Illieninakera
te the "41 re' whet 
to Male .4 Club mil met at bone at
Pb.tagraggi* nbrrung ID° aft. N.A.. Mao elt aeon pen_
haw row die other nweribm of the • • •
...▪ tp nu min this prow& If they
deemed
aitelglimplotp. Mee anvil and
ne• sere paired end eleol•ed
be the entire croup amorlizag to
ets Jar rett. reporter
• • •
Murray Star eitmaler No. 433
Order 01-the Maims Mar MR
hold Its regular liseeling et the
Allesorar Hall at 7-30 pm.
• • •
I
The Orsoe Dathist 
Illeints Miageonsan Mty WM theft
• 0 the death et -
Mrs. . .4 nderso*
Hostess For Meet
Of Westside Club
Tie Wm Side Harnemakeres (rub
Thoeme Penuary II the
home at the ottab protean& Mrs
E _ley Andereon
3Lr, Demme Robertson pore the
dereatton and led m poor The
ref:Mod lrm 01 Jemtery and
F 3rurry co 'Property Illibis and
E late Plasinr were grapentell
. the meeting
A ponurt Mich wo serval at
iee noon how
limbers present WOW 1111111111=3.
.Charlo Parker Jewel theraillon.
Ito Brown W A_ grata. Klemm
R baton Bud Odesa. Ralph Der-
n. 1 Charles Oceenesn. Mary :au
P ne.toon. sod Buddy Andaman
The nem miaow tete be Med
on Thursday. March 14. at .12 30
• St the home at lint they
11-earet
_ a-II 111 -
Clines al she TIM Berelthit
Church WIMS will meet se foliose:
I woh Mrs Jack lematierly at
9:311 &al_ CI won Mrs B H.
Coosa at to am . M with
K. T. Crawford at 2 30 pea and
IV with Mrs Dior Pride et two
• • •
_
r * oomommoe' 
KENTUCKY
•
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Eligible Bachelor Just
Much Too Muck
By Abigail Van Buren 'a
•
DEAR ABBY . I am a 28-ostmee
cid b.rehe...cr wto has a pnenedue
lunar in the investment busineee.
rat oneria I became acquainted
nth loven gut who is now •
sere n coaege, and we've seen
ow steer sevicnal times. (We are
separiired by 300 nano
Lae month I woe to her -and
pepteed nieur.uge. I did tt ha a
very Wanes like manner be
• "dant want there to be any
millounderstanding as to whirl 1
tad to atter her in the way of
earunty. end whot I expected of
a wee. Per example.
• CD I open to be ilierVed a
bregaldast ex days • week.
tOta Ekernis. I toeuld serve her )
4) Mb hired help IMO we have
a child
t3 We . Irth leine no los theta
ete-Ideal
14. I stall handle al the money.
I new she rewind My lath
as I sent it regetiend tom& bat
I haw oohed no jean Ilbouid
site 00 her eitaki. cr Pee .her
Mora tame be think it over?
SAN -FRANCISCAN
DEAR SAN IR telt latee rare-
ly. yen last! Perhape the glrl Is
se overwhelmed with yaw prom-
sal eif imerriage that she's pair-
The Ooldwerter Homemakers Club -iiiSS .4nna Frances Story Married Sunday
'24 meg' et the hal* of Mt& To Arthur H. Bailey At West Fork Church
Kennel Moeda at one p.m. with
toe Itasca an "Your Poen Lnd
Also What la In Yea* Market sem Aare; enericea seem donda_
Hatiker Visitors are welcome_ ter eg ier and bare puma e.
jellor7. Pend! Road. Mthetar. was• •
 •
The Lynn Cron thinemthera s, warred to Arthur H. (AM lailere.
CM, all meet- at the home 0t!s f Mr and Mot A. L AMY.
We: Keisii-M1 one pm. 4 North Werth
• • •
' The Haas Decennia* 01 th e
&Indio February 11.
--rthlesalF-Ei/memes Clate OA bine I :11ke
le.=__. Merased Rettertk potterer
au ape heating at the ohib home the Well Por• Dalin' dam-
6.
ego pm. wail Hew Harem : performed the double ring ogre-
Sothis giving a book mews Dos- I nt0tre allo oath& in 
the a!-
. 01 be Mesdames Mho. I Memnon in the mariontar7 clf 
the
Ken C. 0. Bonthrunc. WE Roe. Wala rnelt entomb-
Clara& Crawford. B. J teoftemn. The attendant& for the couple
K T. Crawford. and Tammy were MO thane Walker of Lav-
ender. WIho illiedent at mummy ante• • •
Unnerility, sod Kell Reel of Mu:-
The Buenos and Professorial aww
Wartime Club MN meet at the.
Parts at ane pin
. . . 
Wcano s Club House at 630 pm. Par her meths the bride chow
• • • te wear a beasealha Mita hooded
1 The New CAmcced Almegmbiee
cum on more wah Mrs Rahn&
James at me pm 
eared a nand leeddlere arid three
athe teriest ilingth then- animared
•
Wellaseday, Ono" 14
I The Horns Orove thmeeitereCub will meet with Mrs Merlin
in lobe The shin if" dm+ fee-
quarter length theme. Her isseri-
'Calloway High FHA
itlas Blanket Throw
The Chnowery County HUM Plea' Irle of willte lane noon to
The Ikea noel Homerniken tkeeei name fillenneni Laden of when her vnif wee attached Bee
ChM try meet wilt Mrs Harbe Milts-len head a blanket throw for
• • •
The Dessee Turner (Mae of this Iti 
Ste MOM at Dino.
ste& trw dieereuders canned
Paa Method= Church WBOB will a banion and nit the ators
meet at the home et Mrs M. C. throw money loto it. Thie total
Oaliceay. Soma ale Sired.01 amount a Omen collected was
9 30 am. MOO This wee bead at the half-
Craig at one pm One of the Worth Mart001-0al0
mednesda • Ireameare 14 way pone. Teastlay, Telenniry
VALENTINE
' SPECIALS
THURSDAY * FRIDAY * SATURDAY --
Mens' Ties
2. for $1
LADIES
PANTIES
5 for $1
Rain Coats Girls'
BRAS
47
eaIC
ODDS & ENDS 22 
BROKERAGE
•••01•10.2-4.4.0
, .
DEPARTMENT STORE
wtute
throated orchid
Mise Waiter Tore • geld drew
aired by Indecon - but don't
bank on it.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: This is for 'SHAD
IT." the second site who rement-
ed her bodement "ex" asked
bina at horns to discuss the pro-
blenis the lvW11 having with their
teereoped abildren I hope you
are who ancogh to take Abby's
advice sed remain Mot and pat-
ient
I am a MOW Mb Om had
tbee Mum liselm-11 Oita leind-
0090 and I Iliesime furious every
Was WV hothereth "ex" telephon-
ed lidm 01hems be &ewe the
etindrell inn their problem& I
Om* put rery foot down and told
him I wanted no more at 1.Re
allietheil there woukbit be. load
there it
Lair when be rt-yensias
ningtdese gist. loin troubie vith a
boy, I MOW mania PettageIf
JAW glard ltalitar 'bed been able
to ozth! wilti the tether. that
anemia deems mad have been Pre- At presente IOU M the &In"
rented. I have regretted u ever are wing teamed in town S.
minor. SORRY IN LEXINCYrOK edinonnea, winunt.tnee napes,
DEAR SORRY: Don't blase and -nrxinm. .„ntimur in the
yourself. Had your husband Iwo gate "Nam office gig camper,.
ban a me. he'd have continued newer med.
to make &Omen available to Ms
I. Maass their daidreses
problems& Slam you became fur-
whew Ms -es" telephoned
Mem at S. ter (veld have ar-
ranged to have received her calls
elsewhere.
Whether the awful" mere" could
have been prevented had the girl's
paresis continued to confer. is
anybody's pleas, ,ttsn't Maine
yoarsirif became pale haelowed &-
Oedema aa a
Whew to apposes a "Ialealeal-
ens" wife.
with Porn acceeeries and her are 3'. Orandparents are Mr
cerallee wits of white carnation" rod Mrs Harman Whenell and
ILecotisa atm came Story of Murray. Great
renewing the odder, the bride's galbodmettiera are Me One Whit --
parenta Were hosts at a receptien rell cif Murray and Mrs. Othe
tor the family and a lea oleo Story at Pares. Term.
frestrie
The beautifully applinted dining
nun Mee Wee OVW11111 yhth it Route One hoe been dammed
PIT* dean& cloth Oath wedge e ',Ala ;ere Western Baptist Ithtal,
how mit Motored with a lavab
anynommag..,of hite and pink
aernetheas fanted by pink candles
In MK gimes hotders
At one end et the table area the
beeutafoty deenrated treed wedd-
ing cake topped with • muusitine
bole are =e'en soselette, arid at
the &her end Tees the crystal
perich bowl holding Si. pthic lee
punch Nuts and mints were alio
served
Mai Susanne McDougal, Miss
Lends Cunningham. end Mrs J.
R Story preluded at the punch
bee and served the cake
Others mann* Mrs Story in
the entertaining Were Mrs Bobby
3011,14"n ISOPICID-Wila Mrs
apaddipn fiery, and Mrs A. L.
40111meind the reeeptio the ene-
Shay,
tie k14 _ tar Ntesinilie. Te• • l•-•
irldr-te
wearing an lima knit dregs tr.
need wbite with biadi meer
aurae and a OM -orchid cone
Mrs Bann lb a perdue/re
Murray tlenereity School arid at-
heeded &astray thee Untverdlty
'• r two yaws Far the putt two
eigeoved se Panpipe their if
nd tew-hencs. she has been
Mow. the the •
• • •
Mrs. C. 0. Warr of Murray
"tlei••••••8•••••P•••• -••••• ••••••••-•.• •••,,•••••••
812a, thaverate and Is haw UM-
pica ad with a finance corripaty
in Neehelare Tenn
The elided chine retttlirte at
the Litton Apartment. Ciallat in
B-ad. Nontierle. Tv tin
Bridal .ttlieterees
Prior to ,the Wedding the beide -
nett ws. hemmed with • air-prier
'obeyer by the eitsef 0 the PeoPte•
Bank. The event VMS held at the
ckme elf buena' eri Thursday 'S-
terne on Ref reehmerga in the St
Valentine's trey meet were served
!Vita the nearer war the recipe:ratof many individual rifts hewn the
ernploven•
On Friday 1.VMM-a the ladies
of the Wed Poet. Roost interreh
one tereteeses lor the bridal oboe I
Paducah
TATES DAY
The only WOOS day derboated
to the owed 0000 T•ater Day
hall an the SIM Monday in April
new. year at Benton. lennuacky.
The hot inter Day was heed In
it 'se-Id es the Story home at seven
Cremes tore played by the group
me the winners worming their
Frees to the 1111theonse
Tte• lbw allaillon the honoree
woe an ago dregs and she open • • • •
ed her WM, AWAY gift st lob DEO ABBY: I niet7 twee a
bed,bone eillanK an LA** th- ellitratien_tnr_ tfla
tog belt has to weer en ear peak oar Ott!
ax-afaa Wall a large elatie wedd- their IMMO 4-70 -41111 Dar
Refrohments Rage served from eye tesegoonselly. tee gaid dig boy
the dining room table overlaid so orelacriey salted b7 Orlon-
wtth a PLA1 cloth and centered ere; "Wteet's the matter with 
your
with an arrangement of wilt roe- eye, utak boy?"
600d Breaks,
Aiding pirls
With Bad Luck
SHERIDAN. Wu.- The
Vaned SOU Chris Scheel at
Shendan ilateuted an out-
side work-muddy protean aimed at
Olathe inmates out into society to
prepay don for their eventual
edeles
'MO remarkable emu abotst the
ample, is the change It makes
In the girls,' school chewier Jack
Otister seed -Miry feel thee are
Murray High PHA
Chapter Meets At
School On Phui•sday.,
.•s•
The Murree KA School Chap-
ter of the Matte _nateeatoktre of
Anaeriat held its regular meeting
it) the study half on Thursday.
February ant-thicty o,ciadt in
the evening.
Maw Jan Cooper. predicant. pee-
and Mix Nancy Mathis-goer
Us. detotien The rdi call and
irdritites were read by Sibs Debbie
&kg ineneadrig., and tee they (re letees, 
feet nee-president, in the
baker depended upon. abeenee of the 
secretary, Miem Kay
"leader the ;regimen, three girls Btuman
are ,wotting at the Valtarana, Ad-
atindstnation MOW useVir •
Youth Opportunity Camps ere-
grain. They are torekthe in feral.
Mee Debbie Stet* uived each
member to wort on their complet-
ion & the various derrens. Mies
Katinzzertockhart led the group in
supply „and medium& roods diets- g -
eon.
-The WM to ter school at the The guest meeker for the 
meet -
Chits Schad in the inorrung and Mg Was MIAs CilithY Herrin. Au-
to met the atternoon." dept at Oollowee. County High
°easier said teo more okra Awe &ha& and date THA song leader.
alined up Si work at the 'Army Mas Hone apt, on -*twirl
recruibide station in Sheridan. Agnsdny norenteelin Member'.
"We want to expend tile Pro- guegated jr
_ . in &our - fp, Abe
Othier Old tale Mad AIM la lupe. nagaer. and oaphesupityt
U." "11111116e111"..1.11111._ le The scheihrebip dtaltalawa 
Mae
train- the arle nir alp they can :Tile' rmek. amaralmol, TFIA
fel cola lasyne reitemid. • Slav day
worts cir &Mi. ;ail bit staff
te mamma the glida 9or scalety bluldaW eichnalittee 
at Murray
hove been aided by • number of 111411L
other persons and arilannacions
Gooier said "the state enigetry- for the Mks. keens tract of Job
mot service, tor ettitnoie, ati- poesthentes and helps with lob
nidtlanterls general aptitude teem referral,
'
es and baby's %MIAS Inekvidu U y on also hod to weer an 
eye
cakes Iced with weddire bells PAO wadi for the mane room He
punch, ant& and malts were aerv- bad one --kay- eye, whet his
eu by Mile women If the chtlrch- &Ober exesigtheried by covering
Appreminalten arty-rive per- ole annual eye, thus forting the
KM were proem or mit gifts. new • eye to ant twee aa hod
• • • (Si boy. It was bothered by
*rangers, so we engin
NO to say. "0 it's tot • Sale
Mr. and Men Charles
of salaamare the- twa,a. as a 461maxc'ruc 
CX ?lair the
• aim Ben &wry. weighing anew whet R sem arid 
eltice. they
wwwii maid, 5 t. ounce,. tam, on were adeigned to adma 
their len-
Toretew. Flexor? & a the Deur- femma.•
hop 1tall "Med 'WM
,
rwg.eeileiwwy countyHWielAnainng thei
r heads.
MR& M. C. IN N.
They /save two other darken. • • •
Lart Kee, ewe renen. and Clourey, Problems? Write to Abby. Box
Met los kneel's. Cal . eee49 Fee
a personal reply, hulas.
ed, wif - addremed envelope.
• • •
FOR ABBY'S NEV.' BOOKLET '
-WHAT TEEN -AGARS WANT TO
ENOW." 1132413 $IM TO ABBY,
BOX 0700. Los Aa ladles. CAL.
9000
• • •
KENTUCKY BEND
Kentucky Bend a • huge chunk
Weetern Kenetath entsrely s•ip-
arabed bon the rest 0 the Com-
moremah. The 27.1100eiere area
created by a horsethbe curve In
the Memiaelppi River
$ am rooky leielles
Ii. Mite Douglas thew
4j. lip Pew-
' e.onster on the Carnes"
Troy Donohue, IWO/ Moore
10 30 p
Million Dollar Movie
nets the River'
Tiny Curbs
Barbara 'Pfeifle(
. ,4•••••••••••••.....4.4--.91 la•-4, ..
•
16. - Twenty inn
be awardedto !HA
members 'in Keethalipe The Mur-
ray High chapter voted to 'contri-
bute 126 to the fund. Mess Mar-
ilyn WIsehari .and Mee Debbie
Timbers are members of the scho-
RCA VICTOR
takes the guesswork
out af fine tuning!.
RCA Victor mw Tistei Color TV
with Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT)
When you're first in Color Tv, there's got to be ma.
son. Like Automatic Fine Tuning that locks In the pic-
ture signal. Or a new color tube with .313% brighter
highlights this year. Many other reasons too. Corna
In for a demonstration.
MAGNIFICENT!
RCA VICTOR MARK I COLOR TV
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
Authentic Colonial cabinet houses
the world's most automatic Color
TV plus stereo phonograph and
Sensitive FM/AM/FM Stereo radio.
4 ¶TirtiOsr TFIUSTED NAME IN EarrNONTeg
•
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL R.C.A. TV,
STEREO, RADIO AM & FM
— HOME TRIALS —
Ward-Elkins
"On -The Square"
•
•
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Y • •_;ELL. RENT • S.. •IldA Po • l-1 1 F. • BUY • cs: LL.RENT.SWAHIPI •
CLASSIFIED INS sei RES=
FOR., SALE 
IIMNIATURE POODLE =nes, 9
weas old, priced reason For
100' x 160' LOT in Kingswood Aub- appointment. to set call 753-2=34.
built-in appliances. Lotated on
• 250-0A.LLON Dari-Kool bulk tang
Please phone 489-3468 alter 6.00
p ru. F-13-C
J 111
TWENTY-ONE Jersey nu* cows:
Same to Irmlawn this month. One
with one day old cell at -side
Phone 489-0488 after 6700 p m.
LADIES CIA:OTHES, stge 6 and 10.
Phone 768-11775. F441-C
TF CARPLrTS look dull and drear,
remove the spots as they appear.
with Blue Lustre Rent electric
Shampooer 41 Hughes Paint Store.
1"-17-C
REDUCE SAFE. simple and fast
with Clgillese table-Et Only 96(. Hat-
band Des.
H-P-14-C
di BuONE ItARD-LAND sh Hog. 2-
, • 
gir tow coin planter. Almost new. Call
'1)
•
•
•
•
SEVEN-PIECE
good condition
Call 7611-8921
Vinson - Tractor Co. 7-4992.
F-14-P
dinette .set. 630.00,
See at 1811 Ryan. 1966 OLDS Stardire. alr-condltion,
P-14-C power steering and brakes, yellow
division Priced to sell. Cali 75,10_ _ P-14-C_ 
4516 after S P. 171- P-10-CILAROE EfI'OCK Plea= Rem-
- runt ffliftl-tie Special! - DraperyMR SALE 011 TRADE: By owner.
material 50e nylon Frieze up-New 3-bedroom brut, c tara
1 air holatery 91-00 yd.. quilting fabricfind hest, carpeted throughout,
970 L., dress material Mc yd,
6530rted colors. sspply limited.
Paschall'X Discount House, Hazel,
Ky. 492-WI. F-15-P
LATE „MODEL Ferguson Tractor,
6 pieces of equipment. Phone 760-
=7
ONE-OALU:SI, JUGS. Call 763-
3964 or 'see- at' Murray Drive-In
Theater.
14 PT. ALUMINUM. Sears, John
boat, 12!, h. p. Sea King moi,or.
Call 753-6753. F-15-P
- -
NEW FURNITURE SALE - Odd
chest 11996. 5-piece dinettes $2495,
3-piece bedroom sets $9916 and
, up. 7 piece dinette sets $50.50 and
up. 9 x 12 linoleum $396, 9 x 12
Goldseal $896, 12 a 12 Ooldseal
$11a5. 12 x 15 Goldseal $1496,
nice 2-piece living room $69.95, our
I best 12-piece thing room suite
.$99.95 Low overhead. volume buy-
ing, big savings. Paschall's Dis-
count House, Hazel, Ky 41112-9733
F-I5-P
- VALENTINE SPE-C7==.
All Records and Tapes On Sale!
$4.79 LPs - $3.88 - $6.95 Tapes - $5.95
45 r.p.m.s - 80r ea. when you buo more than one
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center Phone 753-757
NC' MAPIFFNIED
ve bee
0.7 1.
`the PlroP .tellSWftirt- Iduring' a ep. tar -Say Irmae berdet $111.1113".t11 lattaorIt Wiss sirs id rhe iseat esenstra-o
sl weird apver if fano at
P.iftl#111k • .1 a . • ,ithful face is the
1,.•• • and be her *we i
.1/..arrorio, 1.4.•,1 Mt n ky ofl who. m011 t neer, r io )efirs,. Lev f./rr• Ihilly It...I...m.4.rd "...pees of hIP
-" ' • 3' 1•/.0t.rs I, r I I 1-,••••• 
aw Ste rielouta 611,anwhile. two low-
, 4, 4.1 U. .1.t ito fi,11, ale •
rest,' Lord tnnyon.• anyo,•s nue
ee. Sr. rsol•ly reIisa-
see a dolt, ne.rias
• bedridden
Th.” snft.r
t•we Otaityon, flan a •,tn and are
. :Art hai byr,
Sm n,4 aroun,le.
Fe 
inat
att. evneerneel for the child's-,, al tbet-•• Lord Staayou'i hand'Ad Is I. lurn limes the bull of-sting a proper goverment. „Tnr the
,111S.
CHAPTIP11' 8
eturned .to the wasting trap
• o.Lf.er .eir erseounter with
1.01-‘1 Stanys Mr. Tiruseott dr-
rected the dri.er to take him to
',..111 village rectory. There he
look leave , of him eornpanirie
Mr. Nairnea.
Later, over a cop Of tea In
:1-at.study_sof thestnanse. he Out--
. red his requirements to the
tee Mr. Milne.
"Is there not someone who
iief pa a dame a school? A per-
son 7M that port -who might be
.glad of the extra pay, and yet
not of an moenveriient delicacy
or gentility? Seeing that the
child muat he thoroughly cleans-
ed and seen to," he reminded his
host. "No work for nice semi-
.
"At the moment. 10 hot
recall " Mr Milne bears& "No
one seem. to come to my mind
- " He broke off again with an
apologetic !friend intended fur a
laugh. "My dear air. you must
forgive my deplorable =readi-
ness, hilt but the truth is. you
find us in distrese---The confi-
denre was sudden. "My datigh-
111, 
ter a promised huabandhas been
cumxiances are still mil:sown to
tie. Which somehow adds to the
s 'firemen. Well, having to see her
pass through thin, and not betlfg
able to help her -"  h gave an-
other small d 0 lo r o tuI' laugh
"- my_ niernory eesms affseted.
my poitlir ofasa:Matikng my
SEy 
thougfita" sr-
11811Flatf. it ii In& to be
wondered at. If 515ti win permit
s strander to offer his deepest
sympathy -"
"What I was going to suggest,
actually In regnrd to the sort
of person you ate trying to find
- is. that we heit better totem-It
my danghter. I am ashamed to
say It, hut she is on terms of
more familiar friendship with
moat ef the villagers than my-
self. I WWI I had her gift," Mr.
Milne deprecated, "of meeting
• - • • - ' • ''- • .-•."1
•
'killed in the Crimea. The co-
with black vinyl top. Local car,
low mileage, excellent condition.
Call (after 500 p. ms 753-8825.
.P-19•43
1,9 FORD 2-ton truck with steel
bed, grain sides with clump. Ex-
cellent condition. Price i095 00 Call
492-8765, F-15-C
STOP RENT. buy this Modern
34tedroorn residence, electric heat,
good Cabinets. blacktop street. near
supermarkets. Price only $6650.00.
Ciaudersts Miller, Realtor, Phone
76341059. • . ....-F-15-C
•
CARPET- SPECTALS s7s-- 'famous
Dupont 501 carpet, FHA approved,
$40 sq, yard. .guaranteed No. 1
Other "carpets $2.50 iq.
yard and up; Foam pad $1.00 sq.
yard. Four Seasons Indoor-outdoor
carpet $375 SI yard Paschall's
Discount House, Hazel, Ky. 6=-
9733. F-15-P
&OR REM'
NICE ROOMS for Bollege boys.
Private entrance, one block from
ca.mpus Cell 753-5766 or 753-2556
Feb -14-C
NEED ONE ROOM MATE for 2
college boys, to share apartment,
304 North 4th St Phone 753-8149
7-413-C
•_-
FEMALE. HELP WANTED
AVON CALLING - 'Excellent
earniratn.! Territories now available
in Murray. Dexter, Scotus Grove,
Coldwater, and Hazel .Highway.
POSITION OPEN for a day shiftWrite Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown. Avon' orderly Apply in person at theMgr., Shady Grove Road Marion,
Nurses Services Office, Murray-Ky., 42064. 1.4111"C Calloway County Hospital. F-19-C
- - -
Serviaps Offered
-
- MOVING
Reasoneble and reliable- Ph one
7517271. Mardi-6-C
WILL MAKE your Income Tax
Reports. Prompt service. See or
phone, Fulton E. Young, 753-4946.
F -15-C
WILL FILL out your Income Tax
returns. Call Kent Wright at 763-
-P-Ifr•C
WANTED it) IWY
WANT: nall DEEP-FR.EEZE.
Call 753-381115 /ter 5 o'clock. TPNC
6-ROOM %OUSE, 24 acres of
land. Located on 'Highway 180,
less than 3 miles from town. Phone
753-4951, F-13--P
WANTED to buy a modern new
or like new brick raneh style house
with 4 bedrooms or 3 bedrooms
and a den, 14 or 2 baths, and on
a large lot or on acreage near
Mtu-ray, liasement and double ga-
rage preferred Other type houses
considered Returning to Murray
to live. 'Writes Ozell Atkins. la
'West Leon Lane, Prospect Heights.
Illinois, 60070. F-19.P
  - - 
WAN1123: L P Gas Tanks hold
400 or 500 gallons. Call 750-46•9
or see Walter Conner.
MALE HELP WANTED
Dramalic Historical Novel
The Heir of Starvelings
by Evelyn Berckman
From the noubtedai, & Co book rot') right 0 1%7 bykste4n Porclunas, distributed by King Features Sysdiveta
intrisin mono sad my insidry;
ilSaa Miss Mane. Asada 'skill
cidesmstirdle Of wirrow and-"
Oh She doss not seclude net-
serf, s the 0 t her Interrl iptod.
:lire moment."
va 'lilted, leaving h.ts guest
alone with a distasteful vision
of the. pale stricken girl who
would presently appear, and the
effort and awkwardness of hav-
ing to s-stairs a conversation
with her Why oh why had he
come here, why had he entered
into this wretched business
where every step led to new
complexities an d embarrass-,
meets. Wholeheartisily he dam-
ned Lord Fitanyon.
"Our factotum is lookong for
her." Mr Milne had re ppeared.
The girl who entesed slawly
after was medium tall and by
no means droops- g; her figure
waa beautiful, Plot carried bet-
selfygell ard walked with self-
m. eirot Instead of proper
:ind appropriate blacks she wore
a 'Irene of some soft material
In light grey, vaguely patterned
with white, at the small white
collar she wore an enamel
brooch, a dot of bright Wm on
silver.
Mr. Truscott. on his feet and
bowing, was aware of fair skin
and an excellence of feature
which she owed, visibly, to her
father.
"Mina Milne." he ventured as
they all sat down, hoping that
he struck a soothing and harm-
less. note. .!'.1 ham.-to-thank you
for two refreshing cups of tea.
which I have seldom needed
more." s
, The girl bent her heed grace-
fully but silently, and eat wait-
ing.
"My r father begin
"Our gui.t would like to find
here
Mr. Tru t putting In oc-
raidepal explanatory notes shout
the- tree:sure he hoped to =-
earth. had tine; to sort, reassess,
and add to his Impressions. The
girl seemed not and; only quiet:
her quietness made him think
of isomethIng he could not, at
the m omen t, recall Then it
dawned on him how remote she
was, remote as a statue. Yet he
Lperceis'ed that she was listening.
perhaps not with undue Interest,
but conacientiomily and atten-
tively
"Does any mesh person COriele
to your mind, Davina?" her
tither was concluding.
"And who would undertake,"
the barrister put In, "a difficult.
linplelisent. and fatiguing ist•
tendance."
"A nurse?" she asked. 'The
child 18 Ill, then?"
"Not precisely," Mr. Tetreelo,
71' ":.`""' 
uhlsrtake , the boy P education
Al least.** ne added. sto.
'
-A governess, I"
. "Nothing ao elaborate:
Palmated the barrister, with r
shrug "1 fear that the child
need'. at thef stage, merely
some .rudimenta of reading and
writing:'
"But serely ale Is past tas
ABC.?" she protened. ':He is
not that young?"
"He is six or sevsn,' Zh.•
barrister admitted "But. I'm
afraid, he- has not been well
looked after."
he considered a moment,
then nodded. "But these are
schools that tike very_ young
boys."
"No school." Mr. Trugeott's
abrupt .ess was unintantlosel
"For the moment, a ached
out of the question."
Is he 90 unmanageible then
Spoiled and petted and allowed
his own way"
"My dear Miss Milne." pro
tested the lawyer, driven to the
wall. "The child is not patted.
not unmanageable. but only in
the last stages of diagiuning
filth and neglect. I had hoped
not to affront your earl with
such details, but he runs about
In rags and hears every mark of
being illied and " /U-irentet
was on his lips, with profession-
al charred= he checked it, hay-
jog no proof. "Ile speaks the
local dialect and can probably
not reed nor write, Only in
worst London shim would r as-
pect to stle No pitiable, so "eget-
ched a spectacIts."
In the pause thnt folleored she
said nothing. only fixed her eyes
on hlm.
He continued. ' What ws need
is some comfortable experienced
body who will struts him Arid,
Clean him, see to his feeding
and his comfort a little, and
then, give him some instruction
Of the dame-school variety. The
teaching is Important," he ac-
knowledged. "but for the no-'
ment, the mind come' a long
way after the. body"
"tithed better see what I can
do." said , Davina, and if she
sdtinded nettirat ever, unite-as
slated. at Want 11111 WAS got re-
fusing her help.
"My dear Miss Milne. I ant
truly ohlled to you." he ex-
claimed gratefully. "I will leave
you theo. to pro...is:site such- in-
millet** an Poem good to yrni. and
return at soon as I can. By the
why, Lord Stanyon will pay halt
a ti- ;ent s visit." he added he-
let4y. "With this inducement,
wise?) la smite' generous, you
swill try to find some 'kindworn-
fan to befriend the poor little
fellow ar--Star!elings?"
'
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BOY OR GIRL to wort in con-
cession stand nights. Must be will-
to work weekends Apply in
'person at Murray Drive-1n The-
ater office. after 5:00 p. m. P-15-C
COURIER-JOURNAL Sunday mog
tar route. Profit about $626 plus
IC 00 delivery allowance. Over 21. *
Please state name, address tele-
phone number Write David Thorn.
dl 1607 Ryan. Murray F-15-P
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SAIJSIS &
Box 213, Murray. icy, C M Sand-
ers. Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, Ky.
March-7 -C
LUST ii...14JUND-  
LBBT: Child's Pet. Female eat.
*Mite, brown and black. Long hair
Lest in vicinity of Story.. Avenue
aim 12th, Please call '47813006.
F-14-C
• CARD OF TitANILS
The family os Paul Lee WON
to express their deepest gratitude
to the many friends add neighbors
for their lurid expression. their
sympathy and contributiOps of
time and food during this "tune
of sorrow. To the stall of the
Murray Hospital during his illness.
The Blalock - Coleman Funeral
Home for their lundnes.s and es-
frame courteous service To the city
ot Murray and the Murray Fire
Department in helping to Carry
oat luesistst wishes, and a special
word of gratitude to Dr. H. -e.
Chiles for making this loss more
bearable
S_
The Family of Paul Lee
1111C
Hog Market
PAO, /PM
Social Security
Questions & Answers
" Question: Ip. it trait that the
- 199'7 chime& in 11-* Medicare law
added more hospital benefit days
to my hoirnital .1,s/tirance?
An.swer:. Yew on January 1,
1968. a "lifetime reserve" of 60
additionalrbenefrt days was added
to your hospital Inauranoe, which
already covered up to 90 days of
hospital benefit, in a period of
time called a -spell of illness."
" This period of time starts on
the first day you receive services
covered by hospital insurance, and
does not end until you have been
out of the hospital land have not
been a patient In any other hos-
pital oi Added mining hornet for
60 consecutive days
Your medicare hospital insur-
ance could have helped pay for
only 00 days of hospital care un-
der the old law Under the new
law, it you use up all the ite
days you can then ,draw on, the
lifetime reserve for up to 60 more
days of. -benefits. During three ad-
ditional-days, your hotankal in-
surance pays, all but 1410 a day c:.
your covered hospital expenses.
When you have not been a pa-
tient in any hopsital or skillec
nursing home for 60 consecutive
(.1k()SS\VORD
laedrral State Market News Ser-
vice Tuesday, Feb 13, 1968 Ken-
tucky Purchase-Area Hog Market
Report Includes W Buying Sta-
titans,
Receipts 1,536 Head. Barrows and
Gilts Me Higher, Sows Steady,
2ie Higher
US 1-2 - 200-230 .im 51875-1930;
US k-3 - 190-230 ass $18 25-19 00;
US 1-3 - 230-250 lb., 117-50-18.25,
US 2-3 040-280 llis $1650-1750:
US 1-2▪ - 210-350 lb. 114.75-15.15tl
US • - 300-460 lbs 013,15-1415;
US 2-3'- 400-600 lbs 113.50-14.00.
A.
HEY, NANeY---
WHAT'S GOING-
ON HERE?  
WE AkE ABOUT
TO BECOME THF
RiCHEST CROOKS
IN Toww !.'
AC ROSS
11.11;cernest
bread '
6-Singing
truce
11 Cha,tse
12 Glossy punt
14 ConlJnction
15 Harvest
Ifs/beer on
Alma
111 Worthless
leavong
20 Fugure of
speech
23-Number
24 C..ssfey
26 Slumber
28 A state
(abbr )
W&hsp
31-Lassos
33-Man's name'
,,3S Cast' Power
36 Pawls
39-Gor4's naive
42 Peelle,
formerly
43 Cleaning
substances
45 Food hill
46 Devoured
4$ H.odu peasants
So truted
51 Mir s name
53 Pedal
olds
55 N0000111
S6 Smatters loWly
.11 sleep
59 South
AmerIC ans
61 Abounds
62 Putt up
DOWN
r,,•ht
2 ,unebon
3 a ss over
4.t •• It stand
5 PT,
S $01
..•11.1,4 unit
Ik ,s1 •.• ••••••...n,
- isdevris-
151145-Arel
Ti-r+TO OLD LADY r
VAN I•42ELT0N 4N0 LAST 84.1-7- •-•
NOT LAST, AiN AMNESIA SUCKERBY THE NAME
OF
LEFTY!
LE GRAI.a CI-i•!AR -ES HOPES YOU
4:4...I. ..LE ClitA',4E)
YOU:EAT LE GRAND T
ROP40 OF ALL •
s
sI.
7 Prestee's
111•1•30•0
SG rl's
nickname
Cleave
Out
10 Yield
11 Advance
(c011.41
13 Grants
use of
16 Body of
water
19 Handle
21 Fuel
22 Weird
25 Domestitates
27 Pellets
30 Greer of gift
32 PermA
34 Renton
36 TransaibOns
37 Dadra*
so
 P
td 0
a4 A
Frif Gi DR
1
FI CHM MalF3. • •
118BPASNmem ono
illqmogrb
01VMM .
311Bleenesh
40-6irl't name
41 -Bads'
'mules
44:Scarf
,47.Cry of
Ba“haaals
49 far boar•ng
mammal
a
D t
F EC
12 Anger
54 Musts:
as rerrtien
57.Ponter's
measure
58 Steamship
(abb. )
60-Pronoun
1
,
11 2 3 4 5 T:p.45 ..4 -7 I 9 10
12 • 1
14 ''.- 415
,.••• •- - " .2"*.s:':
.111 . 20 'tt 23
24 21 : se ' zr isss28
Se 30 '•,.... 37 32
t 33 34
• 
.- ,35•_.>, :-',•• :
'36 37 38'..3')9 40 4 I
42 %;:-. '..k.43 t...t.:•:., 45
46 47 l.:•25-4.1
.:,•: :
51 52 / .. • . 53
S.7. 511 t',...4,39• • •
--55
di
e. • :,.... 62 -
1): tr. i, l'r ,I.r1 Ft. 'Are • s nth, atr. Inc.
iiu•AP OF)
FLATULENT
FRENCH FINC14.1-
C'Era-
e
 Anernieve•••••••••••••••••••••!••••, 
.
fa.
days, four 90 days' of hospital
benefits are renewed and are a-
gain available if you should have
to be admitted again The 60-day
lifetime reserve, however, is not
renewed:-
Question: I am not eligible for
hickspital itusurarice benefits. but
I am signed up for medical in-
surance. Are there easy services
that are covered by my mei:Leal
insurance wow which were not
covered before the new chanoesioe
the law?
Answers Under the old law, if
you were a patient in a hospital or
extended care facility, but you
were not eligible for hospital in-
surance senef its I for example, be-
cause you had used up all your
hospital insurance benefit days. or
because you did not enter the
extended care facility within 14
days after a hospital stay of at
least 3 days, health services such
as X-ray treatments and labors:
tory tests furnished by the hos-
pital were not co. red Beginning
April 1: 1988, under these circum-
stances, such services are covered
under the .medical insurance par:
of medicare.
lat'RIED (ITT
•
Al Widerte. 'Kerauc,1*--ts the
Ancleng_. 1 City overbookinw
the 3111e01111M1 River. Here are
the remolds of II. csty dwelt in by
the Modad &Sliders. Complete
akeletolfsof pre-instoric Indiana
are cm dilaplay here.
For a count down
to enjoyment
GO KING
EDWARD
Amorrea'a Lamaist Selling Cigar
I MIXED A LITTLE
GLUE WITH THE
SOAP BUBBLES
 illt,Affeo-s•J•••••••••••
I CAN'T EVEN PASS T14E TIME
0' DAY GIV146 YOU THE STORY OF
MY LIFE WINK- Mosny
BECALIsE ALL I CAN REMEABElk
IS YESTERDAY.
PERIOD!
. ,
TH(AT'S TONORROW WE DINE. IN
FOR l'IiE PEKING!' I' HoPr.
.1 'YOU'RE
7.-;-‘-' MAO DISAPKANTMENTS!!
•;tir
•
"11...r•
••••
sit•tweeseess•
•
-
derlddrtddr`desrwispelly ,
•
• ,
Ir
_
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Cub Pack 37 Has
Meeting Last Week
At Robertson S-hool
--
Cub Perk 37 met at Roberta=
Tuesdas evening Calr
M mmerL 0 Cathey led ;he boys
• Grand Howl to open the
ratellisg.
Tete Wow ai the =nth. Com-
musideinguen 'am illueineted be a
Isemarkimit ovar sheen CUBS.
A oncrophone and TV cardeles
helped to set tim some.
Den I prevented a nail, Kilned,
-This ls Ctanmemication Ewdi
bin shooed and esphined a dif-
ferent. lalelIng of 03Mratannatain
The Peanuts ging was preen* in
the fonts of Den 4 whose it
was miled "Snoopy va. the Red
Baton ''
A teems= mural group, -Tbe
Chimp& Mho-sine known as Den
2.. gave eta first performenoe. Deo
11 presented the sports news mond-
_ up as tech matter basted g 
ferent sport.
Televanon is net. camplade with-
out cunimentials, and nee Were
ensusingfk pemensed by Den 3
Awards were presented to sever-
al boys Peed Meehan Danny
Minas and Ken award won
lhallt war twine. Jeff Dunn.
Nape Cinema and Jitn Pink-non
wine ermanitel beer badges Niek
Jahmeon snd Bruce Marvin re-
ceives' their diesmer stripes and
Doug Afton and Jeff Gainey be-
came similannt drones.
in Use Weldor& serseds were
made re Idiom Homed Otles,
tuttuneet: Phil Maar. geoloret;
Rirky Mien* sparraman• Greg
Johnston. spartsemci. and Janmy.
King unneler '
Paean to a -maple at the Capri
were presented to Dens 2 and 3
followmg &worm Tickets are
through the courtesy of Manager
TOenthCv Brown
11w memo( was dosed with all
tie boys ementog a kroing cartie
and repeating the Cub Smut pm-
Mrs. Bertia Cathey
Dies This-Morning
lam Best* Chew af lOSRouth
111111 airest died suchenlyth
at 7:30 MI tier home_ Sete
was In yeah ai age and a mem-
ber- at • Ihpillit_Mtgai.
allogeore Wee devitheirs.
WEL Mho Wage
Laelehat 1111111_011sua
lasilltinet. Murray, and Mk 
n. /- 
Sob-
Ilimeny: one so111.
by That 1605 Suisun =m11.
Deartiont Mich. Another ann.
Gene Conley of Murray, . mind
mile in October Irk ha; _
Alio surviving are three deem
Jahrune Atone of Munsy,
Mrs. Henry Dawson of Catin. and
Mrs, Camelia Kirks at Pert Worth,
Teas: three Drunter& Clyde epee-
Mitd orf Dover. I. Ltevo Wet-
land of New Ctexiord.- and Lloyd
iniceiend ef Dembeen, ;
R ine grandtkildirem
complete, but friends may asi at
the J. H. (*i,t at Hoene
atter six pm. tide"
NOW TOE KN
by Caned hem laternatkinal
Tbe snetnen. aircreft according
to the Carmen Bock of Records.
was the 'Vier. Bee" atecti not .
ty was flown by one man but
count be btu.] by one Mal - at
I 
1--•
- ,A- legm-bieek malin-ag-h--s-
vathhie as a pet free cif thane
11tas doe wash make- sin Wire-
less wroth doe se wel as a Pet
Be may te. picked up at Rainey
Elkins at 1506 Doran Read
FREE DOG
-
••••
THE LEDGER is TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
U.S. TO RUSH . • •
(Oetillased From page 44
witenart3isk  M areWeeidrd, vteitniant ut those. •ito 
The es.- weed tn.") dep)oy-
ment folleseed 'NI...slim:A Johnson's
7116111111 elf hes • Idiomsto tah
pesoa-iellk-lere..ik-V-. -*Ann despite
the_ recent ('4211021111. "dleflatve
swan to eat ,Airti Hanoi nte the
agendli." -
In the Sohron are., men of the
• Army Luarit Infantry
Brno& ascent the southern aector
the Csetsi CZataeten and the
lace tin.* Area.
Amencrin intennence officers
have weaned Omit as many as 5.-
000 guegrilles are pcnied to hit
Sawn once more in urban ser-
fs:a UM hoe even the Commun-
ists annetheet af • propaganda
not a military veitory.
South Vietnam's Ration*
rig ponce caught and killed 36
Viet Contet to a it nearby
In Hue, the fighiLing was Inth
by inch -
s Ma) Robert llionmsonl 500
Lessfurnects Wiled from hOttie
PO hot". tram Mee Perfume River
bank beachhead Lenetret the two-
-equare esPei :Iry in be.ght.
sintight Italie Communists poured
Omen Ike town s.:7 -nd-and third-
man wirsinate. UPI ocereenocad-
ant Riottard V Meer reported.
Amid Destroying Buildings
Allied planes and heinentere
ge.i.opPed d'srin and strafed the
Oonimuroses an the ro..et -r.).s But
Ohms =Inaba -the's kePt -
to mutation to ja-oteot the hut-
▪ end' ahrembers of deportee
callaill"anil  At oiggigelagrafainim 
mire.
• -w.th mini weather end airtone support we could c:ean Ihelh outThe next Meath, WC be the to a week U you bah the airenema .Blue and Gold Banquet suppurt and you CID OCa taleand aho the Pinewood Derby to mu are at II thasideantage Hebe held Petimary 20 the Ocenattaints is dug in end
MURRAY HIGH . . . Hospital Report
(Cebtinaed on Page 51 Census - Adults
Olean - Nurser!"
eginembess. February II, 19111
John J. Cheintel, litatee 3, Minn
ray, Min Jamie Lea, 507 Pine.vaice. she hes wcp_ superilor fat- juarra,y;•mit onmemina ietimmino.ings for her piano periormences at 24 ordaami mairar,
the °Late cantata. She Is & mew' Las Woheragin, Rauh 1. Ahno:her at the Mat RePt-s1 Churrt' Robert Crouse, Routs 3, Mncrokr:where Ithe In the Youth Mrs "Ellen On-, Routir-4. MurrayChoir and aliowitiemee ie.itMrs. Fnarsoes Paschall. Route 4.Magner groups. 
a I Mum,: Mts. Rene Hotosen ,Routeqtsien. a maim and Merl Sato- j,panakzetlagb Raw Kfttebt. Raw"
Illgank la the daughter of L 5, Bt Mrs Iva Clench ONSirs. Jahn Nance. With Mn yeah North lath street. Murray Oat-ii dv011a earPeriehee• this 13 Stl- laid Stanley 931 Scuth 13th Streetsseal temend heir M be selected mum*.
for Mem Asia -abeam me well as
Minns. has been, an active mem-
ber Of the Idurnty Choral
groups for the past Lair years. In
additiun to being talented to lee
being one of the 1967- Al Fe Lte
iadglingere. For gleeful- years-
Sumo entered *Ate contnits ititn
a superior mane on voice and
-411useei- Mien& Km- -First
Gesnin. 603 Novel lfith Street.illedeireth Church and is a mesn-
I hurley: Iriambeth Pellegrino,be.of the Youth Choir.
I 21i Orcheal Hen Murray. Mrs.
11Ventie Bosomed, 'brute 6. Murray:
Joel Crawford. Lynn Grove: Mrs.
Fesse Menet and baby ben. MS
CANTIPMR A . Attie eine. 4ref -1 Minnie Dn.,. Murray: Charles
Laesiter, 910 Coldwater Road,Austznia wi3 send its first ati.p-
merit of 400 tons oi. s.- et • M!a-7110': Miss swan Dustmen', Pur-
iron SOrel!)4Z to Saigon aonseLmeslyesir. Trim., Mrs. Louise Akan.ttus welt Acting anemini Ai- him soutb 7th street. Murray.Is' rs Minister Alaw-Paistilli 1101
Widnes110_:m1Mmanent-ta .
said.
meet enterpency housing needs. he
SItillING EQUIPMENT
Dismissal
Mrs. anti Done-an Route 11,
Murray; Mess Lambeth Basin. 306
Galen Cbunt. Murray: Hamm
dug in pond," mid Cep& Edwin I
11. Klink 36.  of Altmen, NY.
:',.m.5 into the plant Anterscan
VIM Clang rockets
sh 
 r
sir war headquieters hese at Bien
if near Wenn Anseekan plan-
es pounded the North Vhiloomese
boons ringing the IT S. Rot of
ate Illenh an the North-Solids
Vietnam border. a U.S. fighter
pike sine dawn a 0611111111-hia get
over Ns-rth Vietnam area* and
GIs &tied scores of iplegallasin
suburban South Vienne= lighteig.
lige Year Noodle
By aell
UISZ YOUR noodle to stretchtel the budget at nee your-
spaghetti If means/ for
that matter. Mang
and floWilding. la &tarots.:
Mducts raft "Wa for Ks-fce n. and Illeammay when
It oohs, he awing drillars on
the food be 
FAGNOODLES WRII
'WICKES CAC ("ATOKA
1 t2,-, to 3 111).) broiler-
fryer cut ia mewing
pieces
S tbsp olive or salad ail.
1 small onion, chopped
1 clove gartic. minced
% lb. mushrooms. Mead
1 (1 lb . 3 oz ) can
tomatoes
1 IS oz.) can tonisto._
paste
c. dry sherry ( °please')
1% tsp. salt
it UP. asch pepper,
marjoram
1 Mop. salt
-I gin boiling water
• an. mean= egg nreelles
(about 4 aspen
le /ergs skillet; brown
darken in ail. Drain chicken
on paper towels; damned drip-
Ping-
Stir together onion, garlic.
nualbrooms, tomatoes. tomato
paste, (sherry, 1% tsp. salt.
pepper and marjoram in skil-
let.
Cover and boil gently 30
minutes. Add chicken; sim-
mer ccn-ered 20 minutes or
until chicken is tender.
Meanwhile. add I than salt
to rapidly boiling water. Grad-
ually add noodles so that wa-
ter continues to boiL Cook.
uncovered. stirring occasional.
To Stretch -
The Budget
INBOILFK-PRVERS are a good buy now as aft amass. Tears them with a savory mixtureOf tomato sauce and y-ou have Chicken Cacniti. a trodertlfidi for entertaining inests.
ly until tender. Datil la,,s,coi-
ander Serve with chicken.
Serves 4. .
SPAnlIETTI WITII CHILI
BEIY.11 SA
1 lb. beef chuck. cut in
1-in. rubes
2 Ham butter or
margarine
spis C. coarsely chopped
EiCONOM1( Al. elbow mat xi-,• nd •
a delicious, nouriatung, rnest ir- tneal. The
4
se.
onion
I clove • garlic. minced
2 tsp. cioli.elovrder
% tsp. remand
I tsp. safr'"
1 ci lb. 3 ozi can
tteniatoes, undr.uned
11 on spaghetti
Brown beef in hot butter
drain off any excess frt.
r 5:7
' e•
.• d•-,114
• •  d
.4011A.1•••-.1. ',to; 341: •
with a curry flavored sauce combo,' for
sw‘ipe Is • very easy ”ne to prepare quickly
e-¢•-••
4
Add onion, garlic, chili pow-
der. oregano. 1 tip salt ane
tomatoes Bring to boil. Covet
and simmer 45 minutes; un-
cover and simmer 20 minutes
linger or until beef is tenski
and sauce is slighUy thick-
ened
Meanwhile cook spaghetti
according to pkg. chrectiOhll.
I)1Sersin-n beef over" spaghetti.
Garnish With raw chopped on-
ion. if desired Serves 4
MACARONI CODFISH
ASSERGIJ;
2 c. elbow macaroni
3 theix bit "Liutter or
alseglirine
tbaP. flourtacr; y1. i li  aal pepperPCjwde'
21 lch.mikfresh or from cod
fillets,. cut in serving
pieces
1 medium tomato, cut in
wedges
Cc nenaroni acconiutg to
pkg. directions. Drain in col-
ander.
Melt butter. • Blend in flour,
curry powder, salt, and pep-
per. Gradually stir in milk.
Cork over roscilum heat, stir-
ring Constantly. until slightly
thickened. Turn mataroni :Y11
buttered belting dish; arrange
fish on top.
Pour curry sauce over cas-
serole,te in 375'F. oven 20 min-
utes. Arninge• tomato wedges
on Illera-0111 and fish Bake
10 minutes loftier, or until
neftsh.11iclos easily with a ftrk.so
ere
%
4CILKCIR
,ESIgATION!
NUNN TO .
(Contimied on Page 5)
cent. Linked mid an extra $47
nnilion a year amid be gained
from each 1 per cent increemei
Other eithasires were given for
the allierelbe tat. revenance tax
cm MIMI. einiumer tax, beer and
dggilgid .11PRI10, auto licenses, in-
surance lerionhens and corporation
ineams-amd tha-AMPbe inne tax.
DENIM 1111AL
MHZ HAGGIS al Dutch For-
fl amp LAMS Wed-
nesday neje:fed a eallIka party
demand that the -war alum trial"
sprinsoredligby IA-Jed Ramie be al-
lowed to hold Its third anion in
Holland. Lush aged the Vitiunal
eine a parody of Meths. bearing
aisly witnesses for the nprarcut-
icet" and did not oarklibute to a
wanton of ths Whehlhiwar.
WRONG FOOT
FLOR.I. Italy lift - A /man
band of thieves got off on the
right foot early Wednesday The
thieves ra:ded a parked detiverY
truck and made off with 130 new
shoes When they took time to in-
spect Owes haul, they discovered
they were on right toot shoes:
The thieves dumped thew loot in
a droll.
Freezer holds
up to 147 lbs.!
• Jet Freeze ice
compartment!
• Bolls out for cleaning!
M 410 TBF-161)C
rt..f,reratnr Freerer
GE "No-Guesswork"
Washer
with Mini-Basket
• Press one button for a
perfect combination of
wash action, .wash tem-
perature, rinse tempera-
ture and spin speed for
ANY fabric.
• PLUS BENEFIT...
Mini-Basket for small.
delicate, leftover or other
special loads.
• SIMPLIFIED COLOR
TUNING
• "MET,ER GUIDE"
TUNING'
"COLOR-MINDER"
Reference Cont rota
• Automatic Fine Tuning
• Big 25 sq. in. Picture
Maclu UtorMnD
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Honor Roll For Calloway
County High' Is Announced
The ouhnvti31 Cbunty High hon-
or mkt for the third Mx weeks has
jum been rehmed by peincipal
Howard Oettendart The students
muat make alli An and, or Sic to
be on the honer roll Those mak-
ng all. A's are indicated by an
Prestunen - Bart'. Brittain,
Kevin Gemer, 31.11 Crag. Timothy
E Phusin*. Denny Herndon, Bon-
ita, James, Donald Pend Deflects
Reggelien, -Pete Roney, Paul Rush-
ing. Shmoilter Scott, Judy Winches-
ter. Charles Weber, KaMoilth Sutt-
er. Mva - amid' Mauls
wamena.
- . • - -
tikphonearea - lax Cleaver'
Rinh Ann Ingenem NAM Dudek°.
Demme Chromatin Janice amnion,
Kay Hainnen, Amu seumele. cyn-OIL Cower. Damns Cooper, Katie
Oeunte._Osa Oruitchneed*, Mary
Duncan*. Dwayne Pulkerson, Ike-
thy Jeekom. Wow Jarrett, Law-
anda Jones Cabinda Keay, Kathy
Lovett, Debbie Debra Mit-
chel Duane Rowers.' Draws
Rose and Bang Inkfr, •Vie*
i s
-we/
, 7"*Ir 
411
Y:J 4 1.1 410
-Tyr
wuads3r, ctironn Ventaht 
et ubblefield• Terry anditileaTild,
Sharon Underwood*
Juniors - Brenda Chaney*, Rita
Chaney', Wymonne Brooks. Betty
lionelson, Danny GettUoway, Shen
Erwin. Linda Guest:, Charkete
Hunt.. Jo Ann Hopktna, Rick!
Hoping, Veld Hopkins, Kerley
Lamb Tim Morgan*. Anitu Pend.
enrelise, (lien matey, Kent Mc-
Clinton. Johnny Miller, Joseph
Miler, Dairy Jaime Merton, Aileen
Palmer. Debbie Ruben. Pat Sou,
Jain Mae, Menem Tress. Nancy
nee Wanks. Siam
Young. and /pen Weitishit
Seniors - Shirley 85, Oar,
Adieu, Jerry Mac Hattiells. Rita
Bletielden. Nancy Allen, auseate
onmeda, Pune& Duncan, Vicki
Oiremasild Oahe Harris- Patricia
schromdmr, Paprsv. Or oarolYn
Maddox. Oall With 'Cella Tay-
Ion Landis Taylor. Yhttee•Wat-
sres. WWI ahabelline. •
Genend Electric
Top Quenty
Automatic Range
• Itacksplash Hanosomelv
Trimmed in Stainless
Steel and Gleaming
Chrome
• Automatic Oven Timer,
Clock and Minute
Timer
General Electric
Mobile Maid* Dishwasher
4 Cycles!
Daily Loads, Pots and
Pans, Rinse and Hold,
China and Crystal... all
sparkling clean!
'Model SM. 3rW"C
$199"
PORTABLE
COLOR
• COLOR PURIFIER .
permits movement of
'et
• "MAGIC MEMORY"
COLOR CONTROLS
• Weilu only 24 II*..
truly portable
• 60 sq in. picture
$239"
NIAMEY' S
)
0
•
•
c'•
4
Car & Home Supply 'EASY TERMS 7t UP
r
••• 10.
111
51
enable. Kathy
Stubbletagld.
Chaney*, Ma
Brooks. Betty
illoway, Woe%
Charkate
lociono, Rickt
Was. a-crley
Anita Pend-
Kent 14c-
Joeeph
Welton, Aileen
ea. Pat Scott,
Treas, Nancy
Vcods. Swan
anion
Bazzell. Gory
Btirteen. Rao
,Ilen etriette
tirtcan. Vicki
arms Patricia
crr. Oarolyn
4 cella Tay-
YritC•Wat
4
I 'it
•
.1
4
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PAGE SEVER
SHOP DOWNTOWN
Friendly Service Greater Variety
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
1ALL SALES FINAL - 3 BIG DAYS - THURS - FRI - SAT
ACCESSORY VAI.V.S,0,,
GROUP OR LADIES - Reg. PM
MESH HOSE SALE 3 For 800
GROUP OF LADIES - Reg. 4100
HOSE SALE 2 For 80e
GROUP OF LADIES
* EAR RINGS Reg. 2.00  SALE $1.22
GROUP OF LADIES
* HANDBAGS Reg. 499 & 5.99 SALE $1.88
(Amer OF LADIES
* HANDBAGS Reg. 7.99 & 8.99 SALE $3.33
GROUP OF WOOL
*SHELLS Reg. 7.99  SALE $2.88
* HATS & SCARFS Reg. 2.49 SALE $1.22
* TUSSY HAND LOTION Reg. 1.00 SALE 33t
* TUSSY HAND LOTION Reg. 2.00 SALE 88t
* TUSSY HAND CREAM Reg. 2.00 SALE 88(
* BATH OIL Reg. 2.00  SALE $1.00
* COLOGNE Reg. 2.50  SALE $1.00
* BATH POWDER Reg. 5.00   SALE $1.00
_SPORTSWEAR SAVINGS
GROUP or LAMM - Reg. $11.11.
WOOL SHIFTS
GROUP OF LADIES
SALE $5.88
SWEATERS
VAL. TO $5.99  SALE $2.88
VAL. TO $7.99  SALE $3.88
VAL. TO $9.99  SALE $4.88
VAL. TO $10.99  SALE $5.88
GROUP OF LADIES
SKIRTS
VAL. TO $6.99  SALE $3.88
VAL. TO $9.99  SALE $4.88
VAL. .TO $13.99  SALE $5.88
GROUP OF LADIES
WOOL SLACKS
VAL. TO $7.99  SALE $5.33
VAL. TO $8.99 '  SALE $6.00
VAL. TO $9.99  SALE $6.66
VAL TO $11.99 SALE $8.00 
ODDS N' END BLOUSES
Reg. $4.99  SALE $100 & $200
ma.
ODDS N' END-SLACKS
Reg. $2.99  SALE $1.88
Reg. $3.99  SALE $2.88
Beg. $4.99  SALE $188
LINGERIE SAVINGS
Group Of Ladies Slight irregular
By SAN SOUS' - VALES TO 116.911
SLEEP WEAR _ 50% OFF
GROUP OF LADIES sizrvrtras - Reg. $IM
SHIFTS $1.
GROUP OF .... ONALLY ADV. - Rog. 44.11443.441
1119S
‘..
$1.88 & $2.33
V.
SAVINGS FOR MEN
GROUP OF FALL-WINTER
• MENS SUITS
Reg. $39.99  SALE $22.22
Reg. $45-$50  SALE $34.80
Reg.. $55-$70  SALE $39.80
MENS SPORT COATS
BD TO SELL
.Valbes To $45.00 ,  SALE $ 8.88
Reff. $25.00  SALE $16.80
Re. $30.00  SALE $22.80
Ree. $40.00  SALE $25.80
GROUP OF MEWS - Reg $300 & 24.110
* DRESS SHIRTS SALE $1.
GROUP OF MEWS - Reg. $3 90 &
* SPORT SHIRTS  SALE $1.
GROUP OF MENS BANLDN - Vat To 113.91
* SHIRTS  SALE $2
GROUP OF MEWS - Val. To MAO
* SWEATERS 
HENS TALL - Val To 414.44
* HATS 
oaorr or MEWS - Val. To $UM
* WINTER SLACKS  SALE
GROUP OF WENS - Val. To 811.1111
* CASUAL SLACKS  SALE
GROUP OF SLIGHT IRREGULAR - Reg
* COTTON KNIT SHIRTS 
GROUP OF WENS SLIGHT IRREGULAR
80& $2.00
80& $2.80
.80 & $3.80
50O, OFF
50% OFT
50% OFF
so o; OFF
$4"
SALE $2.22
- Reg. 14.19
* SPORT SHIRTS 
GROUP OF PERM-PRESS -
* WORK SHIRTS  SALE $2.88
GROUP OF PE.ITH-PRESS
* WORK PANTS  SALE $3.88
SALE $1.88
Rog. $2.1/4
Rau sus
BOYS WEAR CLEARANCE
GROUP oto boys PERM-PRESS - Reg. sast
* SLACKS  SALE 50% OFF
GROUP OF BOYS
* JACKETS
Reg. 5.99  SALE $3.00
Reg. 6.99  SALE $3.50
Reg. 14.99  SALE $7.50
GROUP OF BOYS
* SWEATERS
Reg. 8.00  SALE $3.20
Reg. 9.00  SALE $3.60
Reg. 10.00  SALE $4.00
Reg. 11.00  SALE, $(.40
GROUP or BOYS
* FLANNEL SHIRTS Reg. 1.943   SALE 88(
SAVINGS FOR GIRLS
SWEATERS
.XAL.- TO $9.99  SALE $4.88
VAL. TO $4.99  SALE $2.88
VAL TO $5.99  SALE $3.88
VAL. TO $6.99 SALE $4.88
r
GROUP OF 7-14
SKIRTS
VAL. TO $6.99  SALE $3.88
VAL. TO $9.99  SALE $4.88
ALL 7-14 FALL
DRESSES
VAL. TO $9.99  $1.66 & $2.66
* NO EXCHANGES
* NO REFUNDS
MURRAY
SAVE ON DRESSES
Better Values
CLOSED WED 12:00 NOONI
DRESSES Val. to $8.88  SALE $2.88
DRESSES vaL u, $8.99  SALE $3.88
DRESSES val. to $11.11'  SALE $4.88-,
DRESSES var.  1-;-.. - SALE $5.88
DRESSES Val. to $23.99 - _ _ _ _ SALE $6.88
ONE a TWO PIECE _
DOUBLE KNIT DRESSES
VAL. TO $ 6.99  SALE $ 3.00
VAL. TO $11.99,..  SALE $ 5.00
VAL. TO $13.99  SALE $ 6.00
VAL. TO $17.99  SALE $ 7.00
VAL. TO $24.99  SALE $12.00
VAL TO $26.99  SALE $13.00
VAL TO $32.99 ...  SALE $16.00
VAL. TO $34.99  SALE $17.00
VAL. TO $49.99  SALE $24.00
GROUP OF
DOUBLE KNIT
VAL TO $18.99 
VAL TO $20.99 
VAL. TO $23.99 
VAL. TO $24.99 
VAL. TO' $34.99 
SUITS
SALE $ 9.00
SALE $10.00
SALE $11.00
SALE $12.00
SALE $17.06
F
3- Pe--.-= ReETOLW 
COTTON DRESSES
GROUP OF FALL • WINTER
SALE $3.88
COATS-
1 TO SELL Reg. $23.99 .... SALE $ 9.88
4 TO SELL Res.. $29.99 SALE $12.88
2 TO SELL Reg. $34.99 .... SALE $14.84/
2 TO SELL Reg. $39.99. .... SALE $16,88
23-6 SELL Reg. $49.99 .... SALE $19.88
-(TO SELL Reg. $69.99 .... SALE $28.88
GROUP OF LADIES
WINTER COATS
Reg. $34.99  SALE $22.80
Reg. $45.00  SALE $34.80
GROUP OF LADIES - Vol. To MSS
* ALL-WEATHER OATS .... SALE 1 '3 OFF
Gaorr OF LADIES Val. To $0.90
* RAINCOATS,  SALE $1.66
GROUP OF LADIES
* FAW. HATS ....... 88* & $
SAVINGS FOR GIRLS
smaorr OF SLIGHT IRREGULAR
* 'JEANS Val. To 2.99  SALE $1.00
ODDS END
* BLOUSES Val. To 4.99 SALE $1.88
GROUP OF
* CAN CAN SLIPS  88‘
GROUP OF SPITNI,0
* PANTIES Reg. 2 for 1.15 .. 2 for 80(
inaorp OF FIDERLOW
* PANTIES Reg. 3 for 1.15 3 FOR 800
.kt
*
HOUSEWARES SAVINGS
I
4 TO SELL STATE PRIDE - Reg. 424.10
ELECTRIC KNIFE SALE $7.88 
24 Pe. SERVICE FOR I
ONIEDA Stainless SALE $9.95
I 2 TO SELL STATE PRIDE - Reg. 221.140
RADIOS SALE $9.88
CANISTER SETS SALE $3.88 
4 TO SELL KROMEX - Reg. $1.19
WC7"
YOUR .P.CHOICE
$6.881:;proved
* TEFLON COATED CORN POPPER
* TABLE TOP TOASTER-BROILER /
* 3-SPEED PORTABLE MIXER
* DELUR POP-UP TOASTER
* a-C1711 AUTOMATIC PERCOLATOR
* ELECTRIC CAN OPENER
GROUT OF FALL
* FABRICS Val. To 4.00 SALE $1.00 & $2.00
* WOOL REM. Val. To 4.
GROUP OF IRREGULAR
'it TWIN SHEETS    SALE $1.22
* ODD WASH CLO S SALE 10t ea.
* ODD HAND TOWELS SALE 33t ea.
GROUP OF IRREEULAR
* BATH TO ELS Reg. 2.00 .....  SALE $1.22
GROUP OF oDD
DRAPES'Val. To 6.99  SALE $2.00
GROT OF IRREGULAR
BF,F5SPREADS Val. To 12.99   SALE $4.88
Gam. OF IRREGULAR
*/BEDSPREADS Val. To 10.99   SALE $3.88
* BELT KITS Reg. 49c - SALE 22t
* BUTTONS  SALE 10t
* ANTIQUE KITS Reg. 5.99  SALE $3.22
* TOSS PILLOWS  SALE 88t
SALE 88t
CLEARANCE OF SHOES
I GROUP OF 1.1DIESHEELS DR SALE $4.50 IESS - Reg. $8.10
I !- GROUP or IADUS Reg. we
I SLACKS & FLATS SALE $3.50 1
MEWS PORTAGE
SHOES
Reg. $27.99 
_Reg. $21.99
Reg. $15.99
Reg. $17.99
Reg. $14.99
SALE $14.00
  SALE $11.00
  SALE $ 8.00
 SALE $ 9.00
  SALE $ 7.50
GROUP OF IIILDRENS - Reg. pan
SHOES SALE $4.50
GROUP OF LADIES A CIULDRENS - Reg. $2.20
IIOUSE SHOES SALE $1.00
a-
•
en-
•
•
—
•-• 
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Friendly Service
sakat—Maltary MateMgeaws puts Coanmunget positions Ike this around Khe saint
The Mk *slake is north and west, the 304th to the south and west. the 324th and
SIM alien Hie eastern DMZ with the 308th betleved moving bows te a position to
attack to the east or west Strategic tulle are numbered
Greater Variety Better Values..
-•••••••
,Sleuths Study
Group Of Lefties
I By CAROLYN LINDEN
I ALTANTA CPI — Let-handed
oidadren been to "working cam"
fames are more apt to be train-
ed to use their other hand than
ohildren born to profession./ peo-
ple, rewrite a palm/lent U.S. getn-
eacia.
Dit. Arthur Pelee, chief of the
thvwein af human genetic& at the
Georgia Memel Health Intute,
aid his theory is that parents be
de# "magiceig class" jobs, au* es
dienhilletion tracies, wouid rather
train their children to be right-
tiadieifilriaair -&-in fight-
ing' ft* pent,batna ten would m-
amma a a left** in • right-
handed society.
Fa b& caudal:eel a study of
nearer 11,000 "working char par-
ents In New York City, good is
haw trying to extend the evaluat-
ion at hie theory alb an amen-
ment m chtldren
were ieet--handers.
Whale "wadong class" mothers
and ambers are lett-bancled, Pa-
kk sad, he hes found the high-
est incidence of right-tanded chil-
dren
Feick oared the ease at a left.
,haticied father who could not be-
come a puma east WHAM he
was not titer to flle. ROM in
acta cleelened far regta-tanciere.
The father retrained bit own
hesiednees to be stile to take
tfmrrNI This Offer Ends March 2
eld.
4-p ece
setting of
Stainless
Tableware
With the purchase of 8 or more gallons of
Chevron gasoline from your Standard Station
Only a short time left to complete your
. serviette hanitifuf Roger,. • "Spring Wheat"
staining*. Every plc., at huge savings! At
yOUrelandard Station. Offer ends March 2.
.112.1,* Crew, esesseali
the job. And he made sure his
[
children were right-handed so
the)' would not be ilo,mtuauped
Ilor work either.
,On the Mbar hand, pezents in
the ptatesteenee allessee vAita are
,eft-tanded seklom encounter pro-
blems an dale wank bemuse of
that. Pielek nal. Therefore they
are rag str-cormeineel. shout en-
entieselmil-• tater abide= to be
riclit-Iiiniders. Peak estind that
the highest hapasohe of left-
tandsdneps MIK 1114hentled fath-
ers was found in prelfeasional
iteoure .44,111
Pak*. Ni swacwinke pautempor of
larfankury at Emcee University
hate done Et yeses ut re.
search in tha Enid. aka the pos-
ition Mere& mein wow *Mb
trying to switch a youngster's
fandedutte. MaeIaacatiete to the
view of aath chid poYdaiboulsits-
He hopeis his currant stuay with
universities in the Asanta area
we show hat a oiled hem about a
111 per cent ciao* to beetene
1'411C-banded it be is encouraged.
"even if he mar be genetically
ielt-handed"
-But, he strewn, -cbildren
shoulidget be forced."
• • •
SAD AFFAIR
LONDON it1P9 -- A rook singing
group called the Love Atfair warn
fined 95 pounds $84 Tuesday for
climatic on the statue of Erarler
the middle of Piccadilly Cnaus to
pose for publicity pletures.
MARRIAGE BILL
CAPE TOWN, South Africa CPI)
— The South African government
Tuesday Introduced a bill aimed
at closing a loophole in its strict
brie barring interracial marriages.
The prepoeed law would void in
this country any marriages per-
forrned outside South Africa be-
tween South African men and wo-
of Mbar races.
THANT TO HOLLAND
BROWNIE EP11 — U le, Sec-
retary Oineral Thant will nuke
an Oficial visit to Holland. Bel-
gium and Luxembourg in April
after attending a meeting of the
Adinteriteiratire-Oemaiimee to
Geneva, the Belgian foreign of-
fice announced Tuesday,
N401411 TAKE-OVER
MEOW* — The Soviet Un-
ion, which already had f GUT min-
isters devoted to machine building,
opened a fifth Tuesday. The new
Ministry of Machine Building is
the elltir Soviet Ministry. It joins
the Ministry fur Machine Building
of Heavy Lnduary, the Ministry
for Machine Building of Light
industry, the Ministry for Ma-
chine Building of Medium Lndus-
try and the Ministry for Machine
Building, General,
4
VISITS IND. ILA
$1101900W IPI — The command- I
er of the Soviet navy, Adm, Ser-
Friday for an official visiE-Voit--
ge Cloraltkov, flew to  Now
I. ITT i-ETON'S
SHOP DOWN TOWN SALE
LADES HOSE
pr.5W
LADIES SLACKS
Now I/2 Price
1Rack DRESSES
$5-$10
SWEATERS
$1.94
'LADIES SKIRTS
Sale $2.91
Costume Jewelry
25f to 50'
SWEATERS
$2.91
COATS
5 t oSell - Values to $60
s5 .
LADIES SUITS
$5 - $10 - $15
Rettp• DRESSES
Now 1/2 Price
LADES HATS
Values to $15.60
$2.91
* lea." e
Fishnet Tig6hts
Reviler $300
Sale 10711
SHOES and HOUSE SUPPElfS - - - $1.94 - $2.91
L. ITT LETON'S
FIRST* QUAt.th CLEARANCE Flp RE5ULAR STOCK
\
Brushed Raven and Outing
GOWNS and PAJAMAS, Reg. 15.00 _ _ Special! 12.98
One Rack
LADIES RAIN COATS Price
Muneinivrear
SUPPORT HOSE, Reg. '5.00 _ Special Sale Price
1 •
/ 2
-For The Ladies"
See Our Pretty New SP-ring Hats,
Dresses and Suits
These are not on sale but yati,will
want them anyway!
Bates Queen elizabett;-? flouble Red She
BED SPREADS, Reg. '35.00 
One Table - Long Sleeve
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS, Reg. '3.98 _
One (;roup
BOY'S SHIRTS 
One Group
MEN'S SHIRTS 
Sale Price '24.95
_ _ _ Special! '2.98
  each '1.00
• • • each '1.98
•
#)
4
V
as
•
J.
•
M
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Social Action
'Is Dividing
The Church
By LOUIS CASSELS
United resew Illiternational
The controversy over social ac-
tion by churches is waxing hot-
0 ter.
Not grilse "fundamentalists" and
"modernists- tattled in the I9201
over infallibility of the Bible has
there been such deep, emotional
division in American church life.
Cutting across demominational
lines, it affects virtually every
major religious body.
As often happens in a highly
charged dispute, each aide tends
1 to caricature the position of the
other A rabid activist may imply
that people on the other side are
indifferent to human suffering.
An agitated conservative may sug-
gest that the social action move-
ment Is so preoccupied with man's
problems that it *pores God.
Actually. neither side is as sin-
gle-minded as the opposition paints
it.
•
Dr Billy Graham is one of the
most 'articulate exponents of the
view that the church is "in dan-
ger of moving off the main track
and getting lost on a skiing" if
n becomes too deeply involved in
•
11
Teo Involved
"trying to solve every ill of so-
ciety."
But even as he insists that "the
changing of men's hearts is the
Flrunary mission of the church,"
Dr. Graham adds that there also
Is "a sense in which the church
is to advise, warn and challenge
society" by preelithaing God*,
siudgmente on btu evils and "by
preaching the Whole counsel of
Goa which involves man's envir-
onment and physical being as well
as his soul."
No one has better credentials as
a social action advocate than the
I Rt. Rev. Paul Moore Jr., suffrag-
an bishop of the Episcopal Dioceie
of Washington, D C Addressing
a diocesan convention last Sunday,
Bishop Moore paid:
"I resist with all my being the
church becoming just a social ac-
tion or service institution, as much
as I resist the church withdraw-
ing from the struggles and Woes
which surround us."
rake 'Spirituality
"Without the life of worship at
It. heart, social work and action
can soon lose vitality or become
bitter and violent. On the other
hand, the church without social
involvement soon becomes a place
of false spirituality divorced from
the flesh which God put on in
Jesus Christ."
That Paul Moore and Billy
Graham are equally dedicated
Christians, this writer can testify
from long personal aoquatntarce
with both men. Each of them is
trying his level best to lead the
church in the direction he be-
haves Jenks Christ would have it
move. They differ, passionately a-
bout wturt that direction I.
Dr. Graham is convinced that
the only way to change human so-
ciety is to change individual men
by converting them to Jesus
Christ.
Bishop Moore is convinced that
trainan needs, for which Christ
showed ,unfailing compassion, can
be effectively relieved in the mod-
ern world only by men of good
will working together in social and
political action.
It would be a great tragedy if
this honest difference of opinion
should degenerate into a highly
polarized squabble which creates
the impression that the church
faces an "either-or" choice be-
tween evangelism and social ac-
tion. 'the disputants seem to a-
gree, in their calmer momenta
that Jesus was concerned with both
the spiritual and thernaterial wel-
fare of human beings.
TO
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AREAS
FREE
Juice Glasses
Attractive Avocado Green... modern
ripple design. Ideal for breakfast ...
family meals and casual entertaining.
9 oz. glass FREE with every $3.00
purchase Ashland Vitalized Gasoline.
Matching 28 oz. pitcher 49C
with oil change or lubrication
at regular prices.
Start your Avocado Green
Juice Glass Set NOW.
At your Ashland Dealer
displaying the -Free
Juice Glass" sign.
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY Ashland
lqwilimpow
r
•
A.
- Better• Values
the whole family wars
ihishPuppRetc#'
WE LOVE THE FRESH NEW LOOK OF COMFORT...
OF COLORS THAT SAY NOW!
They match the mood, the excitement, the pace of the life we lead. lighten
up, brighten up the good times and put zip in your step. Uppers ore com-
fortable Breathin' Brushed Pigskin* (*voter repellent, soil resistant), soles
all cushion and bounce. Spring steel thanks give active feet that go-go-gol
a. ROBIN, perforated detail slipon; fringed kiltie.Women's sizes 4-10, $12
c. HOLIDAY, two-eyelet tie with neat perforated detail.
Women's 4-10, $10. 81/2-.12, $1; Misses' 121/2-4, $9
d BOZO simply styled for sweater and slacks. Men's sizes 6-12 $11
•. RUFUS, long on wear with built-in bounce.
Boys' 81/2-12, $8; 1214-3, $9; 31/2-6, $10
I. BOWSER moccasin-toe slipon; hidden elastic gripper. Men's 6-12, $11
..••••••••••mmirmeMINIREIremempmrarmar•••• ow. ••.-
•
WA,
•
PAM TEN
LERMANS
r
TR/ LEDGEEt at TIMRS •-•• 11/11 Re.A1• Weettlt
Friendly SeirviceGreater Variety
Sale Good Thursday - Friday & Saturday
WE FEATURE OUTSTANDING
VALUES IN ITEMS YOU NEED
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR!!
RUSS SKIRTS AND SLAX
Chozse frcra 11PrIrd Ogee and fabrics. Pensamiant
press denim -calm blends
$3.
RUSS QUALITY BLOUSES
:At* a.nd rut - Anemic. Pirria) peal. gill.
txhicru.
$2,
SEAMLESS MESH NYLONS
Sheer and Meer seamiest mash nylon him Ouit-
A.Lrd1138 mime at km 010006.-.BLAMMR alas
3 PRS. 77
MISSES OARCREST PANDES
alms 6. 6 boa
Weil tailored ClARCRAINT pentata find. Ricaselocis
and ragout Spasm EV/A price.
3 NS. $1.
WOMEN'S COTTON SUPS
$1.
API IL
24-PC. SETS TABLEWARE
sti•den Sod rata, sem perm* fix su els
wen mare& twee. trimexems. rulhempaour
4.99
4-QT. PRESSURE LOOKER,...trosally Advertised MILBA.0- MATIC.
Protoure mutter-wawa, reguides to 13 pounds
IftWessof Winches.
5.88
INFANTS 'RAINING PANTS
1.1bee 1 to 6
Beater quaelty soft mertbeorbent cottein training
pants- Double crotch_ SALE since !
3 '1°R 88e
22X44 BATH TOWELS
Regular WM each!
CANNON quakty arel other wel known towels.
Rich said coicr3 arid astrawave revertible pa-
tents.
HEAVY WASHCLOTHS
woven wastakito an favorite siag-brIght
Rugged iodsallidlascl bonder. &Ali price!
10 o 77'
2 FOR $3.
TERRY DISH TOWELS
Reeser dle eadM
Rene Mmwbout matte tem deb hnn
and heavy inert Radom whew
3 F°. $1.
MATTRESS PAD-GOVER
PIA bed sum ristAitrelis pad Otte 611111111.1.1111 feR
and au:arced er P amagulla
3.44
WEDDING RING SPREADS
Regelar WAG
Pull bad sue at closely tufted cotton .-•--
V.ss:hog nog deagn.
6.44
FULL SIZE QUILTS
Regular sus guilty.
•
agractne corers an reeeraible print& ars sIg
aitonsd.
5.44
MISSES STRETCH SLACKS
sons I w Is - Regular
awakened damn Wisc.) dicta Milited kr Dot-
terns na. Odom
2.33
LOAFERS AND CASUALS
4% to ie - Regular $6 39
Sinn fit capesiun *Mee, Penny style. Back and
several colors
 4.44
-DRAPERY MATERIAL
Band whae, 5 IOUS peaterrL Beef hoed. 46 In.
aide Shur t.
SIAS yd. Voir
3 YDS. $IR
MFAS BLUE DENIM
JAGKETS ANDCOATS. 
$639 value.
3.87
SPECiAt PURCHASE
SAMSONITE-LUGGAGE
Save 1/3 of Reg. Low Price
Famous Samsonite ( ontura Luggage
REGUIAR PRICE - 119.95 to 936.95
Ultra Modern Look'. Sturdy construction with
rounded corners.
BARREL OF BUTTONS
Cult 110J.
Dip of Cup only 5e
• *
Regular Price  111*
LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
.u.t. haiddi kIZaAL - et) ithk 1...NbS or 9.XLRAMALS
 i - Hospital Report
Qom' - Adam es
Ca -. terillerery 8
Adatindese. irehroary 9, 1968
Ray Mandan, 400 North 7th,
Mune.; Mrs Lubs Buts:hens, 1309
West, in. Murrty; Mra. Orpha
JOSIII. Base 2. Morrour; by buy
1118111116. Ma Part Lane, Mac-
rae him Melia Lamm hdoCeure.
Route 2. Hama; Mrs. Clotothi Se-
nn, Route 1, Rand; gbh Martin
Morgan. Mt Part Uwe Mime:
Baby be Pricice. 1111 Cailtalins
I Drive, Murnity, Goa lemingbiood,Route ft Plasodniegi; Wrs. Don-
ne igreigmen. Biraess-2.- Muntelf:
Mr& MArdifit Leg, Rouge 1, Mur-
ray: Mrs Ma*" McKinney, Nash
Drive, Murray.
Dinnimsalit
Mrs Nethas Pairoloth, Route 1,
Benton AtAust (Whim. Puryear,
Tenn. Airs Aber C. Barred, Route
2, Murray; Mrs, Minnie Paschs.11,
Box Re. Puryear, Tenn; Zidzs. LA:t-
ele. Gnaw. 206 South 3rd. blur-
t_MP: hen Opel Illinpfield. Route
I. Milimity; lam Mary Ann Doug-
las. beige 2, Murray . lidra Mary
L. 468 South 8th, Murnm .
Ciam Swift, 505 Vine. Murray.
jolve W. Hughes, 311, South 11th.
Miliersy. lain. Martin. Route
Hirt131. Asher Shenntua Farris,
SOO South 9th, Murray.
BOWLING
STANDINGS
btieli ABC DOLLAR LF.AGIB
Ws* of Feb. 9, 1901
Rim. glionthogs: , W. L.
ases 44 32
MOM 42 34
TIM 4 B's 41 36
Ohalengern 30'7 36's
Jots 38 3'7
PlioUpg 72, 63'.
High Teta Game
Moteelbria 5811
Ths '4 Ws MI
Pts-Op. 621 1
gligh MUD Three Games '
Bot-elmits 1639 1
The 4 13*. 1514
kis 15Ile
. 11110 Ind. Game Sersich
Mk asimett 185
Am Omen 139
Martha Ahs 1711
nigh lad Gams H. ( .
=dui Bennett 2191
Ann Grogan
Shirley Bngtor. 3:111
High Ind, Three Games Scratch
Bowie Garrison the
Betty Dixon 404
Martha Ails - 463
High bad. Three Games 11C
j
Betty Dixon 587
Mid& Bennett 575
/Burley Itilingten 549
Tap Tes Averages
lerdeltret Garrison 101
hearths All. 181
WAY Dixon 141
, aorgar44, Moncio 141
Mary flenah 139
Verona Grogan 1117
Glenda Hill 13$
( hu. Birdsong 1j1
Peggy Totey 1110
Pa! Scott IS
Ann Grogan lei
Do r is Boa rb rous h 1S4
Beauton Brandon 1114
ciirr PISTOL
TOKYO We - Premier Phole
Van Done at Nardi Vietnam wig
LCII Prince Nbrodom Blitanotit Id
• Cambodia a pistol mid to be tato,
I
_ from a U 5 nilot shot down over
inst.. the North Vietnamese nelri
atten0 said :oda:. It said Sdianoti
I
rephed his chards and maid .Alt
wanted to' reaffirm zo you MR
1 inedfectible support for the herds
flare., you are waging mrsinst the
U 8. imperialists **,
--- - -
• .11/11011111/1140141101.11  01
W2000104 
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Wake Up Your
PERISTALSIS
And Be Your
SMILING BEST
Peristalsis Is the muscular action
of your digestive astern When
peristaltic action slot.s dawn
waste materials can Mold up In
the lower tract. You can become
irregular, uncomfortable stuffed
The unique Isiah% e formula
of today's Carter's Pills gives ef -
fective temporary relief Of the
Irregularity pry activating oar
it-lowed 4*40a fr of t
tract and stIntulatior lerimali116
80 If you're sluggish due to tr-
regulanty, tabe Carter s Pills to
wake up your peristalsis and you 11
bounce bact to your uniting Mat.
Minions of sathified users take
Carter', Pills for effretive tent4
rary relief of irregularity.
,don't you 40i,
ED FEN"PON
•••:- •
T 'Irk:WAY - 14.11KUARY 1.3, 1988
MAIRRA    
Better Vcdues
SAVE NOW ON OUR
SPECIALS
THE BEST BUYS IN TOWN!
COMPARE...
PRICE -- QUALITY SERVICE
Fenton & Hodge
F4-ert_cci
24 CU. FT. FREEZER
Now $229°°
GEORGE HODGE
19 Inch
PHILCO
Portable
TV
* With Philco's
-Cool Chassis
tr And Solid State
Tuning System
SPECIAL!
$99.99
PIIKILCd COLON TV
Ceneeeporary Styling
• Color Tuning Eye mikes Philco colarT4
as siess•Ilolisne as DINGt-and-White TV
eminalislerbad Solid Stets Signal Systainna
no tubes le buns cut in the signai-retelvirgi
vecugst • _
• 28.000-volt Transformercewared diggal
. B. 267 squars inch picture
Per Week
Beat The Price Increase On Appliances
w FENTON & HODGE PRICES ARE GOING DOWN, DOWN, DOWN!! 
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Steam and
Dry
Iron
$ 9.99
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Heating Pads
$5.95 value - - Now $399
$6.95 value - - Now 4"
$7.95 value - - Now $599
Shop and Save with Ed and George'!
SHOP NOW
- and -
SAVE ON
PHILCO
Air-
Conditioners
Philco SOLID STATE PHONO
Transistorized
for Superb
Sound and
Long Life
239.95
4-speed changer
• Separate tone and
VOIUMe
• Automatic shut-off
NO
MONEY
DOWN
•Ellact Leatherette
covered case with
plastic front
• Plays instantly
Used
Items
PRICED TO SELL,
TVs
Electric Ranges
Regfigerators
Washers
Bicycles
Tires
Rifles
--
Shotguns
Philco No Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
Diamond JubilawSpecial
*MIN ira. No Dad
I-
• EL7 ciliated
war .
; veutater\
•Clar5tragg
i
Prioartars
spinewcod
Mil MAO 
4
One Only, in
Avacado
$3.50week
ELECTRIC 
RANGE
SPECIAL!
$16999
with trtide
FIRST PAYMENT DUE IN APRIL
12 Cubic Feet
Philco Two-D6or
Refrigerator-
Freezer
SPECIAL!
$16999
HIGH IN. NS1TY
BLINKER I FIITERNS
9-VOLT
POlAttfl!
Q
*188
11ACH_
Limit oftener customs
•
•
Can be seen for Tiles
• Heal for vnent ions',
fishing and hunting
• AutonstieNilailety" blinker
•Two tone 1Inhrpnfraw-
•It floats-- fufly waterprtx)f
eUitem sir "TY' cell batteries
Dot includerL
Additional lanterns 113 95 each
'
-
•
13,196
•
DDGE
Sabel%
MaTV
illasearnee
leassevirf
Id OW.
:es
41!! 
OW
CO
Iners
•eezer
r12, scm. No Hall
feeZerf
L7 al-R.1dd
WOW .
Me V
WI Balta.
oar
suerSinrali
wallops*
WIMPS 
.
miles
niter
rlr• case
erprenf
lterire
each
•
n't+311W-s-
-
•
•
^
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SHOP DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Greati*Variety Better Values
7
COIFFEE CUP CHATTER A weekly column by the Extension Agents
 shown
. above. Pictured from left to right are: Mrs. Cather-
ine Thompson, Clothing and Textiles, rulton COlinty; Mrs Barletta Wrather, Home
Management, Calloway County; Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Home Economics, Hickman and
Carlisle, Counties; Miss Patricia Everett, Foods, Nutrition and Health, Marshall County;
Mrs. Juanita Ammonett, Home Furnishings and Housing, McCracken County; Mrs.
Dauveen Roper, Youth Programs, Graves County; Miss Irma Hamilton, Management
and Family Life, Graves County; and Miss Frances Hanes, Foods, Nutrition and Heal-
th, Ballard County.
Knits are agaon one of the nacal
fashionable flabnce far spring.
They are oarnfortable to wear, ease
to care for. wrinkle resistant: yet
elegant m appearance
The home sewer will find con-
ikatruchng germenta MOM knita
wealsy, provided she WW1 tinsel good
pieceduree in ehonang, nutting.
readdne and sewing. in on
selecting needy-nude knit gar-
-n for beta and sew-
mg knit, hawks may be found in
a new University of Kentucity NW-
*wake bulletin, 'Patric TVs for
Mute," Leaflet 303 ITtla miry be
secured by wrOung or miring Oa-
•
•
•
•
4
ma.
THIS MAY BE YOUR
LAST OPIUHIUNITi
TO .4111,
1847' OGERS B
• Fr.kw Sanseras
Favorite
Pattern sale
use our
SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE
Berea a wonderful opportuni-
ty to fill in or expand your
service in one of these all time
favorites.
Orders KOOS/ thrs March 18
for ddlvity In Sept. 1968.
•  \ WOO. 
Tar'
•Tel• s
ner MC Hollow......... 1.44
ear *sue $20" • • • 24ao‘tgoup 3poon 2.
2.79
•
2.11
3.50
114/11111ANATifj11461. WM COMMIT
theme C. Thongron. Area Agent
to nothing and Textiles, Itiairresn.
Keiressdr5,. or your County EXtefl•-
km Office. - Mrs Catherine C.
Thernmon.
• • •
As "Captain In the idtohen"
ewerything Mould be kept ship-
shave at ell tan* - One should
held fret/tient and reticular inspect-
ions
Under emir command are worry
electrical serve:es to lighten your
household Moho soul to help you
meeigala an economical intotren
Mid frequent and regular impact-
ions and Include In the a check
of the odds to Make sure that all
whim la ineuiated Frayed
wiring can Wad to burn.. and
- Mia Berbetta 'Wrather.
• • •
The home is the •more important
Mirth:en Inetantion I
To lune sae WM WS Isom thug
are moat ellitildise aduesealenal
:nitilmitions, VA:01M need to bona
tirade Ilene aral energy car ea:Inv/Wee
Usti MR Improve WI:WY 040/414.
consumer trenpetence.
health and housing- We Woo Died
to' contribute our leadership arra-
nies to helping maitre oommunky
problems. Ma. Maxine Griffin.
6 • •
9hcadd at least one Itnife. Ask
said spoon Maeda be placed at
arch place wallike? No, do not put
uteleoeseary Neer On the table.
Place only tie pieces at elver
needed air Ow apaelial meta U
•Al the oda* hand asial rt-
.:parts too grad an onliay Of di-
ver. the !Over tor the last courses
la not put on doe table, but it
placed at each °Over as needed
052011.-• only at /Dewed- meow
- M Patricia Dwelt
• . •
Rea curtains ot drapertei may
be nut the clung to give your
NOW . . . A rare opportunity to own limited edition
full color reproductions from . . .
. Original Oil Paintings
of C. G. MOREHEAD
THk: OLD STONE INN And TALBOTT. TAVERN, on
the Central Square in Bardstown, Ky., is a historic
lodging place which has not closed its doors in al-
most 200 years.
ANTIQUE SHOP in Butler County., Ky., between
2117401lug Green and Morgantown. The personality
-and feeling of Otis old building, with its stone wall
and its gambrel roof, is communicated to the viewer
through the artist's technique and brush work.
PAINTINGS Signed $15.00
IIIIIIIIMa • • ••••••••----...---.-•••••••••••••••-•••••••
THES PRINTS WILL BECOME COLLECTORS ITEMS!
Hughes Paint & Wallpaper
401 Maple Street Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-364:
las
•
mama a newly-deourated look for
spirals. WIndow treatment oan
mak.e the' wenclore look larger or
emitter
' 
hkie bunt In deeds or
ernfy the roonl`6 calor Seheenet
The treatment needed Ina depend
an the type of window, the effect
dest-ed. and the rest af the fur-
rialsonge.
The three cturrect letigliw for
curLark. and 'draperies are sill,
apron and not r ierigah. - Malk
Juanita Amonett.
• • •
Area Junior 4-H Conned
Two 4-1Fers from each INtrchese
Area Ocranuy are member( of an
Area Junior 4-H Council Tboa
group wrens eash sticesin and
he plan 4-H programs for the
Punctitia Area en coopesetion with
2901‘61 preggina lbearleating pro-
Pie ant pettang experiences in
leadership and renewing their tont,
to "Learning by &mg." intriball
Oanowary, Kentucky state 4-H
Vice-president as chair-num of the
grow. - Mrs. Dean Roper.
• • •
Help Your Child 1,..aorn The Use
Of Money
Teachang dui:1,m about money
la ausre than nisi, testchaig them
hoW L.) Make money get them
stem thro- ant Lc really how to
do WW1 nave* them sae they
are reeked to the worigl us a very
mania way. What they have and
wag have es the money they
handle.
- 'there. wee mine prorksples of
spending that many adults have
not Warned. but, went their chil-
dren to learn. Teach them to
apend without being sraatelul, to
ewe without being stingy. and to
share what they have man others.
When then to value money for
1.4sat it can do for them. not as a
Mau in sued. Teaching the chill-
drera finarscuil habits will
WOW swap than to gem many
Of the hard pmblems of adult rte.
Pliretlig often do not gave obit-
cla en an opportunity • to learn the
use (it money. Perin* mine We-
enie fah to realm that mint
mosey a something that must be
- Miss Irma Hamilton.
What's A Geed Way To Lae
Wright!
Sere are a frt. eample rules LO
tOikR12 In °noosing LOW-Ohals
MEWL
a varied diet that con-
trite the diefanant kinds el koda
inallarlara - auk, meat
tor asternaus). ban and vegetab-
les, and whole-grain or enriched
or reamed meow and Wean
Obocae use foods with fewer
°Monteso esch of these group*
inelanoe, Mum milk end but-
te rime peavele fearer Oalottell
Ulail ale Milk
Prepare and serve for in ways
Lea do not add calorie Avoid
1,••ed Iowa. rut pupa. Rootlet,
salad cktavings, nob denier% and
so knit.
asauee the einadtat at I mid eaten
by Wising ensallsr sarnona
Amid inackaan Imam men raids
see plidased am pert—d the Wei
aMowaine01 oadonlea
Take some esterase rtipuleriy to
unrease your expendkere of C.d.
OMB and to keep the body phyla-
AL - Miss Frerkee Hanes.
• • •
A FIRST
BUDAPEST vet Hungary's
first, ea/gear power plant will be
built beside the Danube at Peke,
sheet, 60 miles south of Budapest
the rims agency MTI said todaf.
HURT TRANSPLANT -H Mrs
Oleo taboveS. a 42-year-old
office worker of Mbv•mht-.
que, ta being examined In
Cape Town. South Africa,
for a possible heart trans-
plant by Dr Christiaan Bar-
nard He has suffered heart
ft...crier. since rie was 16 and
believes this is nle last hope
---.177"1 171'11.41or 
•
•••
HEARTS
INTIMATE HAND LOTION '•-•, INTIMATE TEAR DROPS
WIND SONG SPRAY COLOGNE CANOE COLOGNE
ARDEN BLUE GRASS — BRUTE
' PAGE ELEVEN
ALL AT REDUCED PRICES!!
MOLDS Nam,
YET LEAVES HAIR
SOFT AND
NATURAL
Rwrn-Fmertomist
HAIRSTYLING SPRA`(
adds luster
to bleached
and tinted hair
• a Arra....•••••••
.4)/1
Made expressly for every wornel who colors her harrar
On- stays On crystal clear. . Meno Mt won't strip or don
any hail co:or, not even a nnse. Its a styirrig Spray It s a
'soloing spray.
99' VALUE —•
SAV-RITE'S
LOW
!RICE
THE NEW
SHINE SHAMPOQ
'149 Value
- ONLY -
38'
$1.09
Value
SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
95' VALUE
NOW Crest A. REGULAR
IN TWO FLA ORS & NEW MINT
'1.09 Value
SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
HAPPINESS ic haring
BUFFERIN.
when you need it.
Say-Rite's Price
66c
ROLL-ON
Secret
— '1.09 Value —
66c 66c
'1.15 Value —
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
68c
For
Winter Colds
Discomforts
take
ANACIN
Far Fast Relief...
Longer-Lasting Relief
- 89t
Reg value I VALUE -
Now Only
REVLON
AQUAMARINE
L n
'2.50 Vakao
88c
WE -DARE YOU TO COMPARE PRICES!!
Say-Rite - Th0 Rit0 WaY tg Save
OPEN MONDAY-THURSDAY 8-30 a.m. to 5p.m.
OPEN FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
.1.41a
-WO
•
•
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r
•
•
•
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PAGE TWELVE
ORME "MI taint
•
HINTS ABOUT A
WORKSHOP
MO
OPst.;!NGS foic.s.0
s 41EtC:_rDFP
GRIT AND DOR
TWO BELTS MEET)
C 6E71; ER Cl".101.81)
FA'IE AT LEAST
OF PLAY
SUITCF. Si COLO BE
EASILY visiaLE AHD
NLIREY $O IT C 3
TURREC..OFF e4n.4G
NOTO9 WILL OVEPE VI" lF TOO PAtl:•4 SteAINIs Ui ,.,u it kNLPC_TiS Ovi-r
Cook s we Jelry I
VI KAM MEI Wist=tames
WAPLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
PR LnCRIrTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't He Had
SHOP
- Western Auto
'in.
Downtown Murray
* Large Inventory
*..Brand Names
-*or Ample Parking
* Selection
Southside Court Square
^
- THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
IMPORT st-ICIDE
17f, — Patio*
W.Alnesiny reported the auktde of
a att-yeetr-old wcenin who yum,)--
ed from a seventh-Moor • .-.30w
karsurse die was terethed of earth-
gisista T!': death numbly of
hire IPsima, eonIris the
ouleldsinfirmly Mae the
sissarraus gushes the Mediter-
nnierin Mind Me nx.- ̂ 11. kiLths
ail ; ima-,1saving
Mai cabers homaima.
SHOOTS MAMA
/CANON-A. Jaoan He — /Diehl
Nakano. 513. told police today he
shot and killed a large eagle last
Dec. 19 in self-degense Ponce flied
charges anyway, aoousing him of
killing • rare bird protected by
law Nakano said an eagle swoop-
ed down and grabbed the dog in
Its talons. The bird dropped the
dog, wheeled and made another
dive—thls time on Nakano and
Ms wife Nakano shot It.
SENDS ASSER4.4C1S
SEOUL — President John-
so sent a c.rsorst letter to Pres-
ident Part Chung Hee of South
Korea in the present crisis over
e Pueblo and. Communist in-
'filtratiorit the neurspaper Hanook
Rho ram wear. The newslianet-
quoting informed Foreign Ministry
somata, said the letter gonfirnigid
• S detarddnation LO praise's
South Korea's security. U S and
South Korean offklals would net
ther confirm nor deny a letter
tsar delivered.
21101111ASPIIII-1./47111. Jame*
Moo el Prarseels.
--ditleSes Was sae
weeps as C— _u man%
tar Ire Ilisseres dem es
lams Theism.
as/ !be sieserge MB Ms hel-
Idallislare yes 'wonder If he
Mort Oinking of moving
Final Clearance Sale
Famous Name Brands drastically reduced to make room for
new Spring Merchandise arriving daily.
DRESSES VAL TO SM.
SUITS and
1
ENSEMBLES VAL TO $145 3
SUBURBAN AND DRESS
To —OFF
2
COATS REDUCED AS MUCH AS 50%
One Lot of
Sweaters &Skirts
Only $5.00
BRAS ONE BOX - VALUES TO $6 00
SCI
I:FFS ONE LOT
One Rack of
DRESSES
$5.00
$1.00
S1I,F PHUT $2.0111/
* DALTON CASHMERE SWEATERS AND SKIRTS
*-EVAN PICONE SWEATERS, SKIRTS and SUITS
REDUCED 1/3 to 1/2
The Mademoiselle Shop
"The Shop For Smart Young Women"
III Se. 4th Street Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-3E82
ALL SALES FINAL — NO REFUNDS — NO rxt RANGES
s •
-
TUESDAY — FEBRUARY 13, 1968 •
PURDOM'S SAVE UP TO 50%
CARLOAD on
OF Westinghouse LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT
Yes, Purdom's bought big in order to give the greatest values ever. This is all 1968 merchandise, but be-
cause of distributor price increases after...this shipment, the prices shown will apply only to merchandise
now in inventory. There is an excellent variety of models and colors to choose from now, but don't wait.
-They can't last long at these prices. 
 • jig rs"WINIA/1/1//~THI
--ilwReadallROWWEIMIIRMIMM
Westinghouse
Automatic Single Speed
Washer and Dryer
Mater ,J1Pf • 16 Lb. Capachy • Double Action
Hashing • Heaey Duty Transmission • Four
Mater Temperatures • Lint Filter • Safety Lid
Lock.
Three Drying Temperature • Permanent Preas
V
Setting • Balanced Air Flow • Multiple Exhaust-
ing • Safety Lid Lest • Ease To Reach Lint
c•Iterter.
MATCHING WASHER
and DRYER -
1 HEAVY DUTYTUMBLE-ACTION WASHERLTH100 WITH ELECTRICCLOTHES DRYER-DEH1OS• Designed for Stacked In'stallation •, Giant Capacity—
wash and dry 24 or more11
pounds of clothes at the same
time • 4 Preset Washing Pro-
grams and 5 Preset Drying
Provrams—ad just automatic-
ally for every washable fabric
Including Permanent Press •
Automatic Lint Ejector • In-
stalls Anywhere in Only 27
Inches of Space • 5 Position
Water Saver • 2 Deep Rinses
to 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON TRANSMISSIONS
to' 2-YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PARTS
Westinghouse 
HEAVY DUTY 16 J
Permanent Press Washer and Dryer
Added Features Include Normal and Gentle
Agitation/Spin Speeds • Flee Water Tempera-
tures • Three Permanent Press Settings.
Four Drying Temperatures • Auto-Dry/Perman-
ent Press Setting.
AS LOW AS
50
PER WEEK
FREE BONUS
DURING THIS SPECIAL SALE
YOU WILL RECEIVE:
A six months supply of Dash with
the purchase of a 1968 Westing-
house Washer.
An adjustable roll-around laundry
valet with the purchase of a 1968
Dryer. 10111
You can be surq if it's Westinghouse
PURDOM'S
- Incorporated
'WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL'
202 So. 5th Street lor 753-4872
Murray, Kentucky
- a;s1110=11111
Westinghouse 
HEAVY DUTY 
16]
Permanent Press Washer and pryer
=11r/. Ohlihnal • Four Agitation/fight Speed Setae-
trona • Regular. Moat. and Prewase.Setthigs •
Lighted Control Panel • Automatic Hirsch and
Softener Dispensers.
Weigh-to-Mace Lid • linear Water
Rh Drying Temps • Reminder Signal Busier •
Interior Basket Light • Lighted Control Panel.
Westinghouse 
HEAVY DUTY n
Permanent Press Tumble-Action
No61131430 Tun*, Radar
Famous tumble•action„ multi-speed washing •
Rotary water saver control • Five water tempera-
ture selections rnducling three Permanent Press
settings • Regular and Delicate wash settings
on timer • Self-cleaning porcelain enamel wash
basket • Automatic lint ejector.
Middling Dryer Described Above
14,
_
